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Pork is the farmer's own product.
Excessively fat or nicely streaked with
lean, it sells readily in either condition
at a good cash price.
"Pig pork" is the
most profitable and must in demand.
Tempi· Street, rear Masonic Block,
This is made of pigs tive to seven
NORWAY. months old that grow on pasturage and
Telephone Connection.
dress 125 to 150 pounds. If the pigs are
in the way and they cannot be engaged
HOLLISTER S
to customers at a price to suit, they may
be barreled and held for the top market.
Does pork lose in weight by putting it
Δ U-iy Mix'ioln· for Β cay Peopl·.
in brine? I have &ske<1 several of large
llrin^ Oo!i<2 Htalth at J Renewed Vigcr.
Λ SDecit'.c fur C· nstipatioo. Itiligestioo. l.lve
experience. The general verdict is that
nu<l Kl ln.-v T.-utiblCN. Pimple·. Mctema, ltupui* it does not, and gains slightly, if anyBlood. Hal Breath, S>lti£s»ri»h Bowls, Headache
Pork is raised and sold in less
It s R fky 31<.>iintain Tea in tab- thing.
aa l Uockacb.It does not require two or
let form. 3" c· run a tx.>x. 0«-a<iin« rauJo by than a year.
Company, Madia·>n. Wis.
Hom.mtsr l)R'
more years, like beef, and a large capi60LPEN K;J33ETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE
tal to handle it. The proverbial word
to the wise should be sutticient, for the
hog seems destined to usurp the lion's
place as the king of beasts.—Hollister
England
Sage, Connecticut, in New

Licensed Taxidermist,

Bac!<y fountain Tea Nuggets

Cord Wood,

Homestead.

Slab Wood,

Who is

Responsible?

The fruit grower* of the state, in annual session at Waterville recently, as
in their
annouuced
published programme, are to take action on the matter of the enactment of a law regulating
the packing of apples for market. While
every grower admits the necessity for
and the advantages of more uniform and
more reliable packing of apples for market, yet in framing a law to govern the
matter extreme cautiou is called for that
the condition of the sorting and packing
is made to rest on the parties responsiSouth Paris, Maine.
ble for the same. Growers should see to
it that this point is well guarded. As a
rule growers who are in the way of sorting, packing and forwarding their fruit
to the open market themselves, in the
main, have long since learned there is no
advantage from dishonest sorting or atPortland Division.
tempted deception. Hence, as a rule
ΙΊΒΜΤ CLAW* FARE ft.oo.
the charge of unreliable sorting so much
in evidence the past year does uot
STATEROOM* fl.OO.
generally lay against them.
Steamships '-Governor Dmgley" or
In references to the proposed law
Wharf,
Franklin
leave
"(tovernor Cobb"
governing this matter that have recently
p.
7
m.,
at
week
only
Portland,
day*
appeared iu some of the newspapers of
for Boston.
the day, it is proposed that every package of fruit put on tiie market shall be
Roturnlng
branded, in conspicuous letters, with
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week the name of the grower. As one of the
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
growers and marketers of apples the
writer cannot see how such a requireThrough tickets un sale at principal
ment would reach the case in any measrailroad stations.
ure, and beside might work a gross inFreight rates as low as other lines.
justice to conscientious and honest
growers. After the fruit is sold it is
AU cargo, except Live Stock, is
the packer who is responsible for the
sural against tire and marine risk.
sortiug and not the grower. Ileuce it
J. F LISCOMH, General Ageut,
would be a thrust in the face of parties
Portland, Me.
iu no measure responsible for the condition to require the branding of packthe
ages of fruit with the name of
the
grower who was not responsible for
packing. We have no doubt the members of the State Penological Society
will look carefully after the provisions
of any proposed legislation governing
i· quickly atoaorbed.
this important matter.—Turf, Farm aud
Gut· Rail·· at One·.
Home.
It cleans, soothes,
heals and protects
Conservative.
the diseased mem·
When authorities fail to agree it is not
brune resulting from
strange that houest and earnest seekers
Catarrh and drives
after knowledge are bewildered. At the
aw-.iv a Cold in the
well to take along the
same time it is
Head quickly. Ke.
fact th&t knowledge is never complete.
•tores the Senses of
Taste and Sui· 11. Full size 50 cts.. at Drug- There is always room for further regists or by mail. Ια liquid form, 75 cents, search, and it may be that the further
illy Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York. study will bring out knowledge that was
before uukuown. It was a fact of interes*, if not of importance, that at the
recent tuberculosis convention at Washington all the lecturers ignored the Koch
theory that bovine tuberculosis is not
communicable to the human subject.
Yet I)r. Koch following those associate
When you are troubled with your eyes.
investigators firmly maintained his
Have your eyes examined by
position, claiming there is no evidence
to prove the alarming claims held up
DU. PABJIENTER,
before the public.
Dr. Theobald Smith of Harvard University, one of the ableet authorities in
this country, follows in the main the position of Dr. Koch. He considers the
Co»«Mere
iu
germ in cattle to be distinct from that
Consult fie.
mankind, and that the disease is not
easily caught from milk. He does not
Norway, Mo.
ignore all danger from milk but claims
it is greatly over-estimated. He adviaei
: ;
thorough inspection of herds of cowf
For
l
and the elimination of all showing dislin 14 Sutcj. Struuts m.uu
I
irjtedijtalo^of
This is the conservative poeitiot
ease.
MtbJ1 niotliill
»
s mailt 1J'·':
(jjpir.H with St ite .i|
followed by the state authorities ol
E. A. STROUt CO..
f.ire.
··!<■""
pay U.K.
Mt. Massachusetts, and is the course beiny
VotWi Lkfitti Far· Dvakn. W5W«Ur St.,Aaia»u,
taken by the commissioner of agricul
tu φ) of the state of New York. So Ion;
therefore as this important matter o!
the dauger of bovine tuberculosis ti
human life remains in a questionabli
TMi
position it will be well for stock owneri
tm>
and the general public to stand in a con
Meanwhile farmer·
servative ρ >s>tiou.
should handle their stock in a raanne1
wi™
known to be promotive of health am I
vigor. No owner but wishes his herd ii
perfect health.—Maine Farmer.
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Pure

giUTTUto.

Wa|er

for Horses.

Horse» need pure water if they are to
thrive. Slimy pools and sloughs covered with green scum and infested by
millions of harmful germs are most
deadly enemies of the equine family.
This writer remembers when one very
dry full years ago a state veterinarian
traced the death of many young horses
to the water which they were compelled
It would appear
to drink or go thirsty.
that the stock water problem is about
the most formidable at present confronting the stockmen of America. Rivers
which in other years have never been
known to go dry are now mere strips of
saud, with here and there little stagnant
pools in which have collected a multitude of various sorts of aquatic life.
Wells, famous for the magnitude and
purity of the water supply afforded, may
now easily be pumped dry, and generally the prospect is very far from inviting.
There is, of course, abundance of time
for the fall rains to deceud on the parched face of the earth and restore things
to something near the normal condition,
but then agaiu there is always the
chance that they may not, aud the stockman who is forced to go into the winter
with au inadequate supply of water for
his horses is truly in pitiable plight. It
is not a situation which may be tampered with for a moment. If the prospect
is that the water sppply will be short,
then get the well borer at once. Then
again it should be remembered that if
the rains do come in normal measure
they will deposit an infinity of filth in
all open drinking places. It is surely a
time when breeders should see to it that
they provide an abundant supply of,pure
water for their horses.—Breeder's Gazette.

the

Water

mother wanted to
Naturally the protest had no effect, but mother's mood
mercifully remained placid and she
didn't give me a single freezing look.
"Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox la a woman
of good family and position in her own
country," she went calmly on. "I havg
cause

Copyright,

1906.

by

McClurt,

"Phillip

^2

Co.

—

i·

J

"For goodness' snke, don't call her
Mrs. Ess Kay to her face again," cut
In Vic.
"I didn't mean to; It slipped out." I
defended myself. "Besides it was you
who nicknamed her that"
"Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox is a very
charming person and η thorough woman of the world." mother asserted in

Dear Reader—If yon will ever
feel that you simply have to love
a girl, the girl you will love will
be just like Lacly Betty Dulkeley,

sister

that way she has of saying the word
which you had better leave for the
last if you know what is good for you.
1 did leave it for the last so far as
answering was concerned, but Inside,
where, thank goodness, even her eyes
cau't see, I was wondering hard when

I

ο

H

οΗηιι#-

fho laHor

satlxtied myself on those pointe beyond
doulit or I should not dream of allowing you to be her guest. She has a
cottnge at Newport and will take you
there, as summer, It seems, is not the
You may stay
season in New York.
with her through July and Augusteven for September, if you are amusing yourself. Later Mrs. StuyvesantKuox will send you home with friends
of hers, who can be trusted to take
good care of you. She knows several
people, she tells me, who are crossing
In the autumn to winter abroad, and
they woqld bring you to me. Of
course I should have to be nice tc

nerves," and she hoped she would not
be called upon to meet any more.
As she had made this remark directly
after bidding Mrs. Ess Kay goodby, 1
naturally supposed that lady to be the
But now It
Immediate cause for It.

seemed this was not the case.
"You would be very ungrateful If
you disliked her," mother went on.
"as she took ench a tremendous fancy
to

yon."

"Lear

me, 1 didn't know that!" 1
exclaimed, opening my eyes wide. "1
thought It was Vic she"—
"You are her favorite, as you are
Woodburn
also," said
M Us
with
mother, who g»'ts the effect of belnp
eo tremendously dignified. partly. I be
lieve. from never clipping her words
"I am asking
as the rest of us do.

them down agalu especially on your
account, and I waut you to be particularly nice to them."
"It's easy enough to be nice to Sally
Woodburn, but"—
I caught a look from Vic and broke
off my sentence, hurrying to change
it into another. "As they're sailing for

the Slates bo soon. I shan't have time
to spread myself much."
"Don't be slangy, Betty, it doesn't
suit you," said mother. "You pick up

too many thiugs from Stanforth."
"Trust him not to drop anything
worth having." interpolated Vic, which
But mother never reproves
was pert.
her.

"Perhaps Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox and

Miss

for

Woodburn won't come," I said
the sake of getting on safer

ground.

*-

IV

1

I itoppcd out uj doom till luncheon.
them by way of showing my appreciation of any trouble you had glreu, but
u dinner and a Saturday to Monday at

most would be quite enough."
So It was all arranged, even to the
details of my homecoming and the
price to l>e paid for returning me, like
Suddenly I
a parcel, to my owner!
remembered the words I had overheard
at the window of the den. "The ques
tion le what Is to be done with Betty?"
Mother had evidently been so anxious to have the question answered
that she had at once taken measure»

to settle It. But why should anything
be done with me? Nothing ever had
been so far. except when I was sent
last autumn to stop with my aunt, and
she was so much annoyed because m>
Cousin I.oveland came home unexpectedly that after that I could do nothing
to please her and was packed buck to
I
disgrâce.
Battlemead Towers in
never conld understand for what crime
"How did Miss Ess-I mean Mrs.

l/v

■liuua

matters stand."

With this we separated, for we could
hear Mrs. Ess Kay's voice In the corridor talking to Sally Wood burn on the
Her voice Is never
way downstairs.
difficult to hear; rather the other way,
and Miss Wood burn's soft little drawl

Duke of Stanforth's sister, and as such,
though In yourself you are an unimportant little person, jt's not Impossible that as a member of your family
these Americans may think you worth
cultivating. One hears that they wor-

fftP

StUlJJ

UIH'9.

"I'm sure they can't worship them
aiueh us ευιηβ people lu our own
couutry who haven t got theiu do." 1
cried, defending Americans for Miss
Wood bum's sake. "Vic says"—
"Never mind what Victoria says,"
returned mother. "The less yon think
on these subjects the better, my dear

as

mentioned uny more,

though she is years younger than Stan.
I took a walk In the park and afterward weut through the rose garden to
sec how the roses were getting on.
There were a lot of petals for my pot
pourri, and gathering theui has kept
Theu as the Jai
me for some time.
stauds in Vic's and my den (she calls
it her den, but it has to be part mine,
as I have uo other), 1 was going in by

W

The c.tcUetne7U

beyan at

I

breakfast.

•mooth as Ivory satin, with soft, lazy
brown eyes, a voice like rich cream, a
etnlle which says, "Please like me,"
and pretty, crinkly dark hair that la
beginning to glitter with silver network here and there, though she Isn't

of the long windows wheu 1 heard
mother's voice. ."The question is," she
was saying, "what's to be done wltb

one

exactly old, even for
about thirty.

Betty V"

I turned around and ran away on my
across the lawn, for 1 dldn'l
want to be au eavesdropper, aud II
would U> nearly as bad to have mothei
know I hud heard even those few
She would be annoyed, ami
words.

tiptoes

mother chills nie nil the way .through
my boues wheu she's anuoyed. It I*
wouderful how she does It, for shr
But the thenuometei
never scolds.
simply drops to freezing polut, aud yo;i
feel like a, |»oor little shivering crocus
that has come up too soon by mistake
to Und the world covered with snow
and uo hope of squeezing back into Its·
to

Western Dairy Methods.
The November series of farmers' institutes held by Commissioner Gilman
The
in Maine was unusually helpful.
leading speaker included Forest Henry,
the well-know™dairy expert of Minnesota, and Andrew Elliot of Ontario.
Mr. Henry was born in the east but
owu cozy warm bulb again.
spent practically hi· whole life in Minne1 stopped out of doors till luncheon
busithe
in
started
He
sota.
dairy
early
Extracts from his remarks follow: and played croquet agalust myself
ness.
"On the old ranch we had three cows wishing that Stau would run down
and took fairly good care of them, but for although Stan rather fancies him
So self ns a '" iri'ooim neruon since noot
were not satisfied with the results.
I said to the boys, we will take the best father's death gave him the title, he i
and
care
better
them
of the calves, give
quite nice to uie when It occurs to him
attention, and continue this process unΓηι always glad when he comes to th<
results.
with
satisfied
feel
we
better
til
Towers, but he hardly ever does In tlx
a
afford
cannot
if
best
the
you
sire;
Buy
season, and then In August and Sep
good animal go into partnership with teu']>er he's always lu Scotland. So li
cow
the
dairy
your neighbor. Develop
Vie, for the matter of that, and eh<
out of doors. If a heifer tends to lay on
fat have her freshen young. If the re- hates belug In the country In May am
verse, I prefer to have her freshen at 30
June, though Surrey is so close t<
months. I would rather have her fresh· towu that luckily she doesn't mlsi
en in the fall, for then I can secure an
much. But this year we seem to hav< 1
increase in flow of milk· 25 per cent.
been horribly poor for some reason
when
and
all
winter
milk
She will give
He Is ex
Vic saye it's Stan's fault
she goes to pasture in summer gets a
I suppose. However, ai 1
fresh impulse. I feed a calf milk as travagant,
everything Is really his, I don't see tha
long as 1 can afford it.
"Where you can grow silage there is we ought to complain. Only It can't b<
nothing better for feed. It is the cheap- pleasant for him to feel that mother I
est and best food. Our 40 head of cattle worrying lest he should marry an<
It is distinctly encouraging to noti > did not eat nearly as much hay after we make her a frumpy dowager before w<
>
bow many of the Farmer's special cro| built the silo. We can build a brick two
girls are off her hnnds.
correspondents report an evident de silo nearly as cheaply as a stave one and
At luncheon mother mentioned t
>
clover
make
feed
hay.
to
ai
We
farmers
is
durable.
it
more
termination among
me that she had wired to ask Mrs
active effort to grow more grain nex t You must mix common sense and kindKnox and her cousin. Mis
•
als<
cow
Stuyvesant
the
Farmer
to
have
of
the
feed
with
the
editors
The
aces
dairy
year.
tiud a similar sentiment in most parts ο I at her best."—New England Homestead, Sally Woodburn. down to dinner am
to stay the night "You will be plea*
the state, the conviction having beei
Close the poultry accounts at the end
arrived at that it ia either grow tb j
ed. Betty, as you like Miss Woodbun 1
a
memorandum
and
make
of
this
grain at home or go without.—Main » of stockmonth,
so much," she said.
on hand, buildings, utensils,
Farmer.
"I like her, bat I don't like Mrs
etc. It will be interesting to know just
and 1 don't knov
The hand separator abonld be waibn I how you stand In the matter.—Farm Stuyvesant-Knox,
how to pronounce bw," mM L
I Journal.
each time after it U need.

I

I

a woman.

|>erhaps

1 knew that Miss Woodburn rather
fanc ied ine, and I was quite pleased to
take her up to her room when she ami
her elder cousin arrived about an hour
I etopped for a few
before dinner.
minutes and then left her with her
maid, while I went to help Vic and
We've only one
get myself ready.
maid between the three of us nowalays, which means {Unless there's some
reason why Vic should be maile partieularly smart» that mother gets more
than a third of Thompson's services.
That's as It should be, of course, and
But Vic's rathei
we don't grudge It.
helpless, and I always have to hurry

to see her through.
fountf
This
evening, though, I
Thomson In Vic's room, next tc
mine, and Just as I scientifically dis
located my arras to unhook my frock
which does up behind, mother eau»
In. "Retty," she said, quite playfullj
for her. "I have a very pleasant sur
prise for you. You would never b(
1
able to guess, so I will tell you.

have conseuted to let you go and visit
Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox and Miss Wood·
buru In America. Aren't you delight

ed?"
I felt as If the wall of the house
were tumbling down and I would pre··
eutly be crumpled up underneath.
"My goodness gracious, mother!" 1
managed to stammer, forgetting how
I've always stood In awe of her sine*

"How—how perfectly
Why am I going!
extraordinary!
And le It all decided, whether I like
I could toddle.

not?"
"Of course you will like. To travel
with pleasant companions and see ι
great, new country under such charm·
Ing auspices Is an Immense prlvilegea very unusual privilege for a young
"Αι
mother replied promptly.
or

girl,"

for the 'why,' you are going because
have been cordially Invited; be
cause I think the experience will tx
for your advantage, present and fu
you

tan: because site it will be good fri

I

M·»" .iHiaolns

«urn

u-lilr-h

urna

to liMVt·

been il lue, only when she saw It tin·
ished she wanted it and had four
inches taken up above the hem.
"Well, how are you feeling about
things now?" she asked, sitting down
In front of the mirror with her hairbrush in her band.
"I'll tell you after you've told me
why I ought to feel one way more than

another." I said with prudent reserve.
"Then, like a good child, brush my
hair. I wouldn't let Thompson do anything because I kuew you'd be dying
to have me. and I can talk so beautifully while my hair Is being done. It

following It, reminded me of a spoonful makes me wish I were a
pussy cat. so
of Devonshire cream after a bunch of
that 1 could pur."
currants.
"I hate having mine touched by any
Mother waa with them both lu the
said I.
one,"
I
got
oak drawiug room when Vic and
"Well,
perhaps I should hate It. too.
dowa, and 1 found myself staring at If mine were
curly and about six incbe·
Mrs. Ess Kay with a new kind of thick and came down to my Knees. 1
criticism in my mind. Indeed it hadn't should be afraid of being pulled tc
occurred to me before to criticise at
pieces. There! That's heavenly. Well,
I'd only felt that I didn't want now I can
all.
begin. You know, baby,
to come any closer to her. Now I was this isn't a
ijuite new Idea alwut youi
I
and
It
closer
seemed,
much
to come
going to America. Mrs. Kss Kay did
looked at the glittering lady, wondersay something on t^e subject when she
so
close, was
ing how it would feel to be
staying here before."
wonderlug what she herself was.
"Oh, yes. when she was going away
Outside she's more like the biggest
she said how much she would like to
and most splendid dressmaker's model have either of us visit her
Is that
ever made for a Parle show window
all V"
At
of.
think
I
can
than anything else
"It's something, isn't It? Enough to
least she is like that from under her
make a handle of when a handle's
I
chin down to the tips of her toes.
needed."
say uuder her chin, for that feature as
"But why Is α handle needed?"
well as all the others above It are
"I'm going to tell you the whole truth
miles removed from α pretty wax lady
and nothing but the truth. Mother had
in a show window.
a letter from Sir Gilbert Mantel) this
I nover supposed till I met Mrs.
morning.
woman
live
α
that
mt-Knox
8tuy\
"Oh, that big. splashy crest was his.
could have a figure exactly like the
then. It looked like him, now I mm
fashion plates, swelling like a tidal to think of It.
Nol>ody but a brand
wave above an hourglass of a waist
new knight, with piles and piles <>t
and retreating far, far Into the dim
money, would need one more than bai;
perspective below it, then suddenly the size."
a
like
round,
magbulging out behind
"Don't sneer at his money, my good
nificent knoll, after a deep curve in- child.
We want It badly enough in
But Mrs.
ward under the shoulders.
this family."
Stuyvesant-Knox's figure does all these
"Not his."
things even when she stands still an6
"Yes, we do. And I see a reasonable
a great many more when she walks
prospect of our getting It If you'll go
a
in
act
she
grand
which
accomplishes
to the States with Mrs. E.s Kav."
sweepy klud of a way, with her head
"What can that have to do with It
wanti
she
as
If
a little thrown back,
I don't know one bit what you mean
everybody to know that she Ls tremen"That's because you're such a great
dously Important In the scheme, not baby.
t
If you must have ever;,
only of the world, but of the universe. crossed and every Ύ dotted. Sir <1:1
Yet, in spite of all, in the end tt'i bert has apparently conceived π ρ '·
her face which impresses you even
trouizing tolerutlou for your VI
more than her figure, which is α real
which Is likely if properly fn.«U?rt:î
triumph, as the figure Ls so elaborate and encouraged to develop into someOn top of her head
and successful
thing more satisfactory."
ls a quite little coll of hair that lift!
"Patronizing Indeed! That «lull ele
snail
α
like
giant
Itself and spirals up
phant!"
and
in
place
shell. A dagger keeps it
"Elephants are not as a rule dull
looks as If the point plunged Into Mrs. And
forty thousand a year In any
Ess Kay's brain, though 1 suppose It form can afford to
patronize a dan:;')
doesn't. Over the forehead is α noble ter of a hundred dukes wit'iou a
roll which has the effect of a breaker
penny, whereas I'm merely (In· gr:ri.l
Just about to fail Into surf, but never daughter of three. In fact, my «'.ear.
nnd
the
falling. It's a black breaker,
I'm humbly anxious that Sir tîilbe.'i
should propose, and as he's l.ivn rail;

WM 11

er

alee

and

as

lie's

written

·ι!::ι

>

asking for an Invitation to eov ««·»*-*n
with Stan from next Saturday to Μ hi
day. although he carefully states lu·'beeu invited for the same I hue 1
Princess Paul of Plou, things loo
hopeful. The only trouble Is yon

Of course they will
come?
It is short notice, but If they
have other engagements they will
Btuyvesant-TTnox—uappeu to ask for a
And
break them," returned mother.
visit from me?" ( ventured to wriggle
for
though It would be as Impossible
out, like a worm who Isn't sure whethher to be vulgar or snobbish as it
1 was
er it had better turn or not.
would for a tall white arum Illy to be certain that for some reason of her
either of these things, still I couldn't own mother had
suggested the Idea,
help feeling .that her unconscious If only hypocritically. But she seemed
a
couto
Invitation
"The
thought was,
almost too frank as she answered, and
ple of unknown touring Americans It was frightening not even to be
la
Stanforth
of
Duchess
the
from
snubbed.
equivalent to my receiving a royal
"I told you today that she had taken
•■ommand."
a
fancy to you. my dear. Of course
so
She was probably right, anyhow
ehe could not hope to secure Victoria,
A«
far as Mrs. Ess Kay is concerned.
even if she preferred her, for Victoria
for Sally Woodburn, I don't think she
has Important engagements which will
has a drop of snobbish blood In her
her through the season and afterSouth carry
southern—not
She's
veins.
ward to Cowes ami up to Scotland for
American, as I was stupid enough to
the shooting at Dorloch castle. But you
think at first, but from some southern
are still almost a child, and children
is.
It
I
believe
state or other, Kentucky.
Never.'lie
do not- have engagements.
She's short and olumn and olive nnd
less you are Lady Betty Bulkeley, the
"Not

come.

the puppies were the dearest ducks on
earth (can puppies be ducks, I wonder?), and besides, It was such a delicious June morning that I could have
danced with joy because I was alive.
1 often feel like that But there's nobody to tell, except the trees and the
dogs and my poor pony, who Is almost
too old and second childish uow to understand. She was my brother Stanford's pou y (list of all, and Stau forth
Is twenty-eight. Then she was Vic's,
and Vic Is—but mother doesn't like
Vic's age to be

sure

soon

which were born last night, I was glad
when mother told me not to (Idget after
I'd finished breakfast, but to run down
to the kennels if I liked.
Ο

was

mother had formed that flattering
opinion. A fortnight ago I heard her announce that Americans "got upon her

sight

ing

I

chauge her mind.

By C. Ν. ύ A. M. WILLIAMSON

Β

ever-increasing population, makes such

prices

Across

yourself,

And the farm is better off when rid of
these things. If a little grain is required to tinish a pig, we can raise corn.
The more swine we keep the easier is it
to produce this grain
I called on a neighbor the day before
writing this, and found him in the tield
Lead husking. He has 1200 bushels ears.
The good old custom of raisiui; grain iu
The depleted
the east is returning.
fertility of the west, together with an

again in

Lady Hefty

The lesson to be drawn is
to provide for a more abundant
the English, for she will snuggle
supply of these supplementary fodder
in the
or- down, in spite of
for
than
more
auy
and
enough
crops
dinary demand. There need be no loss coziest corner of your i/imost
from such a course should the season
She is the sunshina oj
want- heart.
prove to be such that they are not
ed for the special purpose for which her own pleasant Surrey meads,
they were intended. The amount of added to the moonlight glinting
material needed
this supplementary
the Hudson she
varies from year to year according to on the surface of
We have
the season, yet more or less is always found so admirable.
called for. Enough should be planned sent
our
fair maids
many of
for to meet tbe year of greatest need.
trade
If not all wanted it may be dried and abroad, and the balance of
held for the time of need, or if the in
this respect is heavily in
the
proper kind, may be preserved in
favor, but we should
silo, and held for a time of need, flence England's
none of it can be lost.
immediately let down all bars,
In fact with the gradual decline of
tarijf or other, that prevent more
our pasturage we oontend that dairysweethearts like Lady Betty from
find
it
to
will
men and other stockmen
their advantage to depend more largely coining "across the water."
than heretofore on annual cultivated
cows
crops for the summer keep of their
and other stock. Very few pastures are
now
equal to the demand of cows,
especially under tbe present demand of
liberal feeding. Full feeding is now
called for with all kinds of stock.—
DON'T know yet whether
Maine Parmer.
I'm pleased or not. but 1
do know that I'm excitGeneral Crop Report.
than
excited
ed—more
(Specially reported for Maine Fanner.)
I've ever been in my
The new corn thit is being marketed
life, except perhaps when
shows only 15 to 18 per cent moieture, as
compared with 20 to 30 percent moist- Miss MackiUBtry, uiy last governess,
This means much earlier had hysterics In the schoolroom and
ure last year.
marketing, and much higher grading, fainted among the tea things.
with consequent increase in price. The
I suppose 1 shan't be able to decide
reserves of corn on the farms are only
about the state of my feelings unttl
second
lightest I've had more of them on the same
71,000,000 bushels, the
The reduction in rereserve on record.
in
increased
the
offsets
production subject or until I've written dowu
serves
this year, so that there is really a small- this book of mine everything exactly
I like doing that. It
as It's happened.
er amount of corn for sale than there
was a year ago.
makes things seem so clear when you
Wheat sold at the highest prices for try to review them afterward.
the year during the past week, the reThe excitement began at breakfast
sult of eeveral causes. The continued
mother havlug a letter that she
by
drouth in the Middle West has greatly
1 knew she liked It by the way
liked.
wheat.
winter
retarded tbe growth of
bad
as if they
The drouth is particularly severe in her eyes lighted up,
letter a match.
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio. West of the beeu lamps and the
Mississippi there has been enough rain All the other letters, mostly with horto save the crop, though in most locali- rid,
tradesiuauny looking envelopes,
ties not so much as would be liked. which had t>een making her quite glowthat
The farmers generally anticipate
ery, she pushed aside.
the wheat soon will do satisfactorily,
Mother won't have a crowu ou her
but it is so late that they will not plant
She thinks it's vulgar. Beenvelopes.
should
conditions
even
though
more,
for sides, putting it only on the paper saves
outlook
The
the
better.
for
change
This envelope bud a great
winter wheat is still uncertain, and with expense.
the supplies small, owing to the heavy sprawly gold crest, but she didn't seem
shipment early in the season, farmers to disapprove of It She read on and
are convinced of higher prices before on, then suddenly glanced up as if she
spring, and are disposed to hold their would have said something quickly to
wheat, even though the present prices are Victoria. She didn't say it, though,
high. The big consumers have been for she remembered me. I am never
buying heavily with this in view.
conclaves because
From July 1 to last week receipts of taken into family
wheat at primary centers aggregated I'm not out yet. I don't see what dif131,380,000 bushels, 21,000,000 bushels ference that makes, especially as I'm
greater than last year. It is estimated not to be allowed to come out till after
that 00 to 65 per cent of tbe spring Vic's married, because she was prewheat, and 70 to 75 per cent of the win- sented four years ago and len't even
ter wheat has been marketed.
Europe's
engaged yet. So for all I can tell I
supply of wheat is the smallest since
have to stay In till I'm a hundred
I8l>8, while the supply here is about nor- may
when uobody is nomal. It ie practically inevitable that or leak out slowly
do in the midEurope must purchase heavily from this ticing, as Vic says girls
country later. Farmers in the north- dle classes. This time I didn't mind,
west are getting nearly $1 a busbel for however, for I couldn't see how the
wheat at the station, and 60 to 05 cents letter concerned me, and as I was dya busbel for corn, prices that spell prosof Berengarla's puppies,
for a
men

thing they can get. Wormy apples,
pears, peaches and small potatoes, soft
corn, waste equashee, purslane and other
troublesome garden weeds, turnips, etc.

Me.

dairying

of the Duke of Stanforth.
You will love Lady Betty evert if
you are the s tanches t of Yankees,
for dairy- with an inherited suspicion of

followed.

CO.,

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

in

bard for dairymen for the reason that
in milk require full feed at all
times in order to respond freely with
milk. Dairymen generally expect the
pasture snpply of feed to begin to run
short in late summer and early autumn,
and have been In the habit of making up
the deficiency bv growing a measure of
special crops sufficient for that purpose.
The past season, however, most of them
were not prepared for furnishing this
extra feeding for so long a time and to
the extent that the unusual exigencies
of the season called for. Hence many
of them found themselves obliged to
draw upon the short supply of bay and
the high priced grain from the market
As might be
to meet the deficiency.
expected under tbe circumstances the
full needs of the cows were not made up,
and a marked falling off in milk flow

warranted.

JONKS,

P.

long experience

cows

for Farmers to Raise Meat.
The meat situation is no joke, whether in b»*ef or pork,
particularly to perDentist,
to buy all they use.
sons who have
35
is
to
cents per pound in
MAINE
beef
IS
Good
NOBWAY,
No family can rememeastern markets.
to
4.
to
13—1
Hour»—9
Ofllcc
ber ever getting so small a piece for 1*2
as now.
I went into the stable of a
r. SMITH,
thrifty farmer a few days ago, and he
put bis hand on the rump of a tine
Attorney at Law,
young bull, saying: "Here is my winMAINE.
NORWAY,
ter's meat. It will be fat enough by
Collection* a Specialty.
Home Block.
Thanksgiving." Can anybody help
envying one able to be so independent?
What farmer ever had too many hogs,
4 PARK.
or
became poor through raising and
Attorneys at Law,
selling pig"? While conversing with a
friend who keeps a market, he told me
Μ ΛΙΝΕ.
UETHK'.,
he did not see where he was going to
«lier;· C Park
Λ<Μ1»ο* Κ. Herrtck.
make any mtfbey in hie business this
too
are
winter. Ile said: "Things
BIGHT A WHEBLEB,
high, especially all pork products. People want them, but can they afford to
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, buj? This tub of lard cost me 14 cents a
SOUTH PA BIS. MAINE.
pound, beside freight. That small kit
of pork (50 pound*) cost me *7 75 laid
Alton C. Wheeler.
lame· S. Wright.
down here—over 13 cents." He is an
old, experienced marketman and a close
&
J. H.
buyer. His customers want the best,
but can they afford to pay for it?
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
WHY NOT RAISE MORE PORK?
;<5 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
The inquiry arose in my own mind at
Telephone 111-12.
once, whether there was ever a better
time for the farmer. What are we thinkMap· and Plan· made to order.
Map· of the ttmberland· an>l pocket map· of ing of not to raise and market more pork?
each county for sale.
Is a hog a costly animal to have about?
(Publisher* of the Atlae of Maine.)
Is he fastidious about his diet, so that
his board costs mure than his body
bring»·? All the hogs I have ever seen
seem willing to eat anything and every-

I JK

a

and in the keeping of stock we do not
recall another year when throughout the
season the pastures afforded so little
feed for stock as has been the case the
past season. This has been ptrticularly

CorreeiOmlence on practical agricultural topic
U solicited.
A'Mreee all communications Id
tende· 1 tor this lepartment to Hemrt D
Hamm iNi). Agricultural Killtor Oxford Dem
ocrât, l'art». Me.

Dentist,

SOUTU PA BIS,

Through

■■

growing girl ιικβ you 10 nave me Il WUUIU Ut? lUUl'U LTCllCI
with you, if you are a baby. It's too
bracing effect of a sea vo.vnge."
"Mother, I haven't a thing the mat· late to explain things now, but if you'll
ter with rue. and 1 haven't grown the be sweet to Mrs. Ess Kay and agree
eighth of nn Inch this whole last year. with everything everybody say· about
You can see by my frocks," I protest- your trip, wbeu we come up to bed
a
ed. more on principle than because it and mother's door's shut I'll make
would be of any use to protest or be- clean breast aud show you exactly how
a

A Lesaon from the Drouth.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

PABK,

I>.
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"Me!"
The one time he evei
"Yes. you.
when you had tli1
was
saw you
frightful cold and looked lii.li·.»·:
with your poor dear nose twice 4'·
i'.it
size and your eyes half theirs,
well. Betty, you're a beauty, an I I':■·
uot, though I do flatter myself I'm u<·
bad

looking

you're

I'm

'tuppence

'penny

colored."

plain'
and

an

lit·

f >
Mantell man can afford tuppe
You are so frightfully, lurid
a wife.
pretty that It's almost Improper, an
if he comes down and sees you he I.
probably think you better worth 1»:money than 1 am."
Aud if he weiv
"What nonsense!
such an idiot of. course I should re-

fuse him."

She's

mare like the Mygeet and
splendid dressmaker's nv*leL

moat

tlilck eyebrows an inch below
it are black too; so are tbe sbort eyelashes. also tlilck and straight, like a
stiff fringe, but the eyes are gray-

■traight,

as glass, though uot transparent.
Sometimes they seeui almost white,
with Just a tiny bead of black for the
pupil. I never saw anything so bard
(except the glass marbles I used to
play with), and they look at most people as If something behind them were
doing a mental sum in arithmetic, for

gray

That's oue
"Y'ou would.
Even you
er's difficulties.
that would do no good from
ly poiut of view."
"I could keep out of the

"Tllllt'8 Settled, tbiD," B&ld 1 38 dry*
«s I could, with wet tears to the
"Aud now let'· go to
background.

ly

bed. please, I'm Bleepy."
I wasn't, but my eyes were bot,
nnd tliere was a lump In my throat
I was homesick—dreadfully homesick
for something—I dou't kuow what,
but It seemed to be something I've
had yet and probably never can
That Is why I wanted to be
have.
alone and write everything down exactly as it has happened.
never

[το

BK

C05TIHUBD.]

ARCTIC TEMPERATURES.
Zero Weather Is Regarded

as

Mild and

Agreeable.

According to eminent arctic explorphysical sensutIons are relative,

ers,

and the mere enumeration of so many
de:rrcps of heat <>r cold >;lves no Idea
of their effect upou the system.
One explorer states that he should
have frozen at home in Hngland in a
temperature that he found very comfortable indeed In I.apl:tnd, with his
solid diet of meat and butter and hie

garments of reindeer.
The following is a correct scale of
the physical effects of cold, calculated
to 70 degrees
♦or lia* latitude of
north:
Fifteen degrees above zero—unpleas-

antly

warm.

Zero— mild end agreeable.
Ten degrees l»elow zero-pleasantly
fresh and bracing.
Twenty degrees below zero—sharp,
but not severely cold. One must keep
one's lingers aud toes in motion und

rub one's uose occasionally.
Thirty decrees below zero—very cold.
Particular care must l>e taken of the
nose and extremities.
Plenty of the

fattest food must In? eaten.
Forty degrees below zero- Intensely
cold. One must keep awake at all hazards, inutile up to the eyes and test the
circulation frequently, that It may not
stop somewhere Itefore one knows It.

Fifty d ι'green below zero-η struggle
for life.—Chicago Record-Herald.

PETTING A HORSE.
If You Want to Please Him Rub Him
Between the Ears.
"Not many people know how to pet
horse, from the horse's standpoint,
"Every
at any rate." said a trainer.
nice looking horse comes In for a good
Hitch a tine horse
deal of (letting.
close to the curb and you'll tind that
half the men. women and children
a

who go by will stop for a minute, say
'Mce horsy" und give him an affectionate pat or two.
"The trouble Is they don't pat him
If you want to
in the right place.
make a horse think he Is going
straight to heaven bitched to α New
York cab or delivery wagon, rub his
eyelids. Next to that form of endearment a horse likes to be rubbed right
In
petting
up between the ears.

horses most people slight those nerve
centers. They stroke the horse's noae.
While a well behaved horse will accept the nasal caress complacently, be
would much prefer that nice, soothing
Once
touch applied to the eyelids.
In awhile a person comes along who
really does know how to pet a horse.

Nine times out of ten that man was
brought up In the country among
horses and learned when it 1κ>.\· their
peculiar ways."—New York Globe.

Queer Old Book Title*.
Those are some of tlio o«ld titles of
old English books published In the
time of < 'romwell:
Ά Most Delectable Sweet Perfumed
Nosegay For God's Suints to Smell

At."

"Biscuit Baked In the Oven of Char-

of rnot'i
must si ν
the fami
creature

I

.'

way."

"You couldn't without Stan making
blundering remark or sonu> con
tre temps happening. It would be sunIt's mucli safer to have you abso
to.
lutely out of the way, uud It was win·;·
we were talking It over tills mornlnu
that mother hit upon the plan of send
Ing you to the States. You know how
she is once she's made up he.

some

ily. carefully conserved for the Chicken» of the Church, (lie Sparrows of
ill" Pplrlt and tin· Sweet Swallows of
Salvation."
"A Si li of Sorrow For the Sinners
of 71..!» breathed 'Ut of a Hole In the
Wsill of an Fartiily Vessel kuown
Anions Men by the name of Samuel

Fish."
"1·!?,·.* of Charity f.av«sl For the
<"*hi!vns of i!n· ■'•«venant and Molted
wi'!i t!i» Water of Divine I.ore. Take
yiy fiM and Fat."
S;»lri'*M! Mutar.l pot ti> muke
he î' ίΙ Snooze with Devotion."

prompt
Mother Is really a wonderful
mind!
Betty. I merely lilnted ut η possible
woman. Twenty minutes later she set.:
and partial Incentive to these people's the something's own advantage. They
bet
T!ie Sailor's Prayer Book.
A telegram to lire. Ess Kay asking
friendship for you. so that yon need don't look at mother In that way; no to come down and certain under provi
•Tl ii Is whit ytit! call the sailor*κ
uot feel It Incumbent to be oppressive- eyes in the world would dare, but I'm deuce that she would, for au intimât" prayer book." a seaman said bitterly
ly grateful, you know. I should wish talking about ordluary people, who are sort of invitation like this wheu we'rt .is !;e !:!· l:ed a holystone out of the
you to keep your dignity among for- not tall white arum lilies with the air alone (especially after the great disap- way. "Why Is It called that? Well.
eigners, even though you would, of of having grown In kings' gardens.
i:i the tirst pl.-n o. it Is railed that bepointment) would be too Mattering to
look upon Mrs. Stuyvesant
course,
Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox's nose Is well woman of that type not to l»e Βψιρ·)θ;Ι cause l:i using it. In holystoning the
Knox as. In a way, your guardian.
So is her at, no matter If a dozen engagement,
dis-k. the sailor has to kneel down,
shaped and rather large.
Now I must call Thompson and have inouth, with a "thin red Hue" of lips.
and. In the second place, because all
bad to be trampled in the dust."
her put me Into my dinner dress, as But somehow it's
chin—the fea"What "great disappointment'are you holystoning is done on Sunday. Don't
thef
there Is uo more time to waste. When ture
you know the chantey—
you simply take for granted and talking about?"
Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox speaks of your
"Infant in arms!
Why. Stan an.) 'Six flays shnlt thou work and do all that
hardly remember on most faces—which
to
what
thou art nble
visit you will kuow
say."
dominates the rest. It comes rounding Miss Wood bum."
And on the seventh holystone the decks
I mumbled something vaguely duti- out under her lips, making them seem
"1—didn't know—nobody told me"—
and scrape the cable.
ful and began to dress as quickly as I to recede, though they don't really.
"Fancy needing to be told! As If
"The stone Is called holystone lieHut the more I thought of It And it's
could.
the
of
effect
an
with
reason
wh.t
that weren't the only
square,
the first holystones were bits of
the more I felt that I hadn't been fair- •kin being laid on over some perfectly mother smiled on Mrs. Ess Kay in the cause
It's
tombs stolen from cemeteries.
such
an
of
In
be
to
treated,
the
disposed
or
ly
hard material, like marble,
beginulng. It was because she thought pot a pious, religious sound- holy and
offhand way. After all. I am eighteen, same
of.
Miss Wood burn might do for Stan
ivory her teeth are made
prayer book and Sunday and all that—
and a person of eighteen Isn't a child.
Besides all thls-as if It wereu't forth, who must marry money, and Is
but It Is when he is using this stone
when
wasn't
I
not
sure
I'm
pouting
enough—she's a widow, one of those too poor, horribly poor, to be much of ;i
Is most profane."—
Vic came in. ready for dinner, asking women who look as If they had bee· catch with most English heiresses, who that the seaman
New Orleans Times-Democrat.
I
If she should fasten up my frock.
born widows.
Anyway. I'm certain aren't as keen on titles as they used
had nearly finished it, for practice has that Mrs.
Stuyvesant-Knox can never to be unless there's some solid foundn
It Happened Before.
made me almost as clever as a con
have been a child.
tion for them to stand on and not wob·
A self made, self satisfied and self
full
jurer about manipulating my hands
rather
chin
Is
lile. Every one says Miss Woodburn's
Sally Woodburn's
assertive itinerant preacher was exbehind my back, but when Vic (lew at
too. I wonder If in spite of her lazy u great heiress, uud though sb/s a fev.
little
patiating to a college graduate on his
useless
me and
giving
began
is
ways and slow, soft speech she
years older than Stan she's a lady.
own eloquence.
touches I guessed that she wanted to
is charming creature and not bad looking
who
her
couslu,
like
decided,
very
"Colleges," he declared, "ain't neceswhisper something in my ear without to much older and bigger and ap- Mother thought all that out the da.·
when a preacher's got a genuine
mother seeing. If she should happen to
little they were Introduced to lier at the sary
the
make
to
able
gentle
parently
call to the ministry. I'm thankful to
as
prauce in at the wrung moment,
she often does.
"Look here, Retty, are you going to
be a good little girl and do what you're
bid without making a fuss?" she asked
1a a quick, low voice.
"I'm not certain yet," eald 1. "I'm
thinking It over. I don't see why I
should be sent off r.cross the water
with strangers at a moment's notice,
and I"—

"'Tlen't a moment's notice. It's Ave
They're not sailing till Wednesday, and as they've a suit engagedthe best ou the ship, Mrs. Ess Kay
says—y oil r going wou't put them out a
As
bit, and they'll love having you.
for the whys and wherefores, mother's
been telling you, hasn't she?"
"She talked about my health and
valuable experiences and a lot of
things In the air, but 1 feel there's
something behind It, and I hate mys-

days.

teries"—
"If I can convince you it'· for the
good of the family la general, If not
yours In particular, will you be a nice
white woolly lamb and go with your
kind little American friends?" Vic
broke in, with her bead on my shoulder aud an arm slipped around my
waist
"Mrs. Has Kay's neither little uor
kind," said I, "bat of course I'll do
anything to help if only I'm treated
like a rational, grownup human be-

ing."

"Ajud

bo

you shall be.

1 told mother

southern relative do as she wills?
Mrs. Ess Kay, terribly glittering
this evening in a gown contrasting
strongly with our simple things, was
almost too nice to me, saying several
times over how glad she was that I
At dinner she
was golug to visit her.
painted word pictures of tbe "good
times" she would give me. and though
I've never been able to care for her
end don't a bit more uow. 1 began to
be rather excited by her talk, for she
made things seem so Interesting and

Besides, it ap|>ears that Sally
Woodburn will be at Newport moat of

new.

the summer, so I shall have her to fall
back upon.
As for me, I was good as gold, and
Vic threw me approving glances, for
which 1 was grateful, for I like being
She doesn't
in Vic's good graces.
1
often bother with· me much. 'it when
she does she is so sweet It makes up
for everything—and she kuows that

Northmlnster's concert, fo she Invited
Hut Stun and the Wood
them berc.
I:
burn wouldn't look at each other.
was useless even for mother's genlu
to attempt tbe Impossible, so she resigned herself to the Inevitable and
gave the thing up. She meant to drop
tbe Americans gently, which she could
easily do, us they were going home
soon, when this uew Idea popped up
I
It'· really Important for me, dear.
do want you to se« that It will be s»
much better all around If you are out
of the way, anyhow until I'm sa f el ν
engaged and the wedding day fixed
Then, you know, If you haven't mean
while picked up an American millionaire on the other side—don't look so
horrified—mother will be ablo to deTote herself to you. heart and soul, os
she has to ine. Next spring you can In-

presented"—
"Don't bribe," 1 said, feeling

as If I
wanted to cry. "If you want to get
well.
rid of me I'll go without that, but I
I could hardly wait to hear her "ex- should have thought I might be sen'
planations," and so 1 was glad Mrs. again to Aunt Sophy's."
Ess Kay and Miss Woodburn were
"Not again until our magnificent
hypnotized by mother Into thinking cousin's safely married. She wouldn't
they wanted to go early to bed. Moth- have you there. Remember how "fthc
l'oor tx>ve
lent you nome last tune,
er is very clever about such things.
She didn't come again to talk to me land! lie, too. must think about col
in my room. I suppose she thought it lectlug honest gold (somebody else's
We're ti
best to let the uew Ideas simmer. to brighten up bis coronet.
aud It'
child,
and
stricken
lot,
sent
my
she
away
Thompson
poverty
Anyhow,
shut the door between Vic's room aud for me, with your help, to retrieve tin
ners sooner than usual.
Presently Vic ι fallen fortunes of this branch of thi
to tb· ww 1 family."
dipped auletly to to

say the Lord opened uiy mouth without education."
"That's Interesting." returned his
hearer. "Come to think of It. something like that happened several thousand years ago In connection with (Salaam, wasn't It?"—Circle Magazine.
In

a

Nutshell.

"Big talker." declared the Indian
who had be-n listening to a local candidate. "Heap scrap."
"And what If he Is not elected?"

"Scrap heap."—Kausas City Journal.
All In His Head.

Instructor—Mr. Smith, kindly natue
the liones of the skull. Student Smith
Well, sir, I've got them all In my
head, but I can't think of their names
Just now.—Bohemian.
Added a Little Sulphur.
Doctor—I)ld your husbind follow my

**

directions? Did he tuke the medicine
Patient's
I left for him religiously?
Wife—I'm afraid not. doctor. Fie swore
every time I gave him a dose.—Boeton

Transcript.

No Better Half.
She—So the fortune teller told yon

that you would never marry. Ile—Yes
She—What did
-that Is. Indirectly.
she say? He—She said I was born to

commaud.—Exchange.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

W«et Paru.
The Mle and entertainment at Dun·
The <Bxf ord
ham'· hall laat Wednesday afternoon and
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
nnder the auspices of the Ladle·'
evening,
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Social circle of the Free Baptiat church,
was a successful and
very pleasant
80ΓΤΤΗ PARIS, MA1XK, DEC. 8, 1Û08.1
Parla Hill.
affair. There was good patronage and
evenFlrat Baptist Church, Bey. Θ. W. r. HH, par a good sized audience at the free
FORBES, tor. Preaching every Sunday at 1046 a. m. ing entertainment. On the right side of
ATWOOD &
ESTABLISHED 1988.

gcmocrat, |

Editer· ud
GSOIAK M

Proprietor·.

ATWOOD.

A. E. EOKB£S.

Γ κ BUS —41 Λ) a year tf paid atrletly In advance.
)th«rw1»« 12.00 a year. Single copiée « cents.
ΑοτκκτιβΚΜΚΐιτβ:— All legal advertUemente
are given three connective Insertions for $1.50
per inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

•Job Pawrmo —New type, faet preat*·», electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mak thU department of our bualae·* complete aad popular.
SIKWLE COPIE*.
Single Cwplee of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of vrtce by
the publisher· or far the convenience of μ atroce
jingle copie· of each laeue have been placed on
aale at the following place· In the County

Pari·,
Norway,

South

BuckfleM.

Pari* QUI,
West Parla.

NEW

Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mr*. Harlow. Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.
T. A. Shurtleff A Co.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cbrlntmaa Sali».
We Correct All Eve Defect·.
Coat* and Suite Marked Down.
Ju»t the tllft for Chrle'nia·.
rhrlstnia* Preparation*.
No Reason for Doubt.
Annual Meeting.
Why Suffer?
Probate Notice·
Appointment of Executrix.
Notice to Juror·.
Petition for Discharge.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Hot Oveter Stew.
Notice.
Α ιιλΜnn

Here and There.
It has been remarked that the vocation
of the explorer is practically gone—that
except for a few placée where life is impracticable if not impossible, ouch as
the poles, the tope of a few high mountains, etc, there is nothing left on the
face of the earth to be discovered. This
bas a peculiar sound in view of the fact
that a new grove of giant trees has recently been discovered, exceeding in the
magnitude and number of trees the
And
groves of them already known.
this in California, which has been one of
an
the United States, and
important one
too, for more than fifty years.

Capt. Richmond Pearson Hobson ha-

been

keeping very quiet

since it was an-

commercial agreement has been made between the United
States and Japan, with the cordial endorsement of both nations. Perhaps it
has given tlobeon such a nightmare that
be isn't yet able to speak.
nounced that

a

new

Sabbath evening Mnrlce
Ï. Tueaday evening,
Prayet Meeting Thursday evening at 7:8u. Covenant Meeting the last Friday Before the l«t
Sunday of the month at 230 p. M. \ll not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Sunday School at 12.

a» 7 :&·.

Y. P. 8.

C.

II. P. Hammond raised a bushel and
a half of handsome juicy peaches on one
tree the past seaaon.
Newton Cummings returned home last
week from New York,having given up
his employment there.
Raymond L. Atwood visited relatives
at Diziield last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Β Merrill returned from their Boston visit Friday.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson entertained the
club from 2:30 till β.ΌΟ Saturday afterThree tables of Five Hundred.
noon.
Light refreshments were served.
A. M. Daniels came home from Grafton the middle of the week, bringing one
deer.
W. H. Cummings and his son, Newton
Cnmmings, who came home from New
York a few days since, are in Grafton
on a deer hunt.
The village schools closed a verv sue
ceesful term last week and Miss Edna M.
Luce went Saturday to her home in New

Vineyard.
Pupils not absent during the terra of
school just closed were: Bessie Thayer,
Lnona Thayer, Gerald Curtis, Charlie
Pupils
Hammond, George Slattery.
Illness:
on account of
Howard Cole, Madolin
Thayer, Maynard Curtis.
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office,
Dec. 1:
Charles Flanders (2).
Caroline P. Harlow, P. M.

absent one day

Clyde Shaw,

There will be

a

Saturday eveuing
cordially invited.

dance at Academy
of this week. All are

Hall

Qreenwood.

charming Thanksgiving day
fast Tuesday would have made! No frost
in the ground, good traveling and the
temperature at 75, but somewhat lowet
since, accompanied by a brisk wind,
though by no means rough for Decemtrifle
ber. The day» will be but a
shorter and will lengthen as much more
What

a

before the month ends.
Our managing director wenttoWesI
Bethel Monday, to visit his consin,
Charles A Dunham, aud since he tooh
his shooting instrument along with him.
it is natural to infer that he bad a hunt
on the program.
"Time like an Indian's arrow flies.'
Ir was in the fall of 1!·0β, more than twe
years ago, tbat we made our somewhai
protracted visit all the way from Norway
to Romford Falls by way of Livermore,
and it does rot seem one-half that lengtl
less than six persons,
of time. No
whom we then visited, have passed from
earth, three of whom were heads ol
families where we stopped over night.
These persons were Benjamin Bacon ol
Norway, and Ansel G. Staples and Oscai
Hayford of Canton.
Although a sketch of that visit wat
given after reaching home, there wen
s«v«»ral incidents not noticed at the time
and since locale are not pressing thii
week, we will mention two of them
The first morning after traveling severa
miles we met a horse team with twe
men, and after passing one said to th«
other, "that is an old man, but he travel!
in s
more like a boy, and probably is
hurry about something." A mile or sc
a
with
came
a
mau
on
gooc
farther
along
looking one-horse team with a slow trot
and when overtaking me he slackef
down to a walk, aud on we traveled, sid<
by side, not less than three or foui
miles, during which time neither of ui
spoke a word. Finally we came to s
well curbed with stone and laid inc©

NO REASON FOR DOUBT.
BackfMd.
Bethel.
Bryant's Pond.
clrol·
the
Theladieaof
gave
Baptlat
George K. Coffin has sold hi· stand
Monday afternoon, the Are alarm
at the veatry ▲ STATEMENT OF FACTS BACKED BT A
brought ont the villager· and when it and a few acres of land near the village >ne of tbelr famoua dinner·
dollar*.
«boot
nine
STRONG GUARANTEE.
that the Congregational to Charlea McGionie of North Wood- SVedneaday, realizing
waa learned
F. Eliaa Keniaton of South Paria was
church was on fire there waa great ex- stock. Mr. McGinnls takes possession
η
town
Wedneadaj.
discovered
oooe.
at
citement. Two young ladies
We guarantee immediate relief and a
W. B. Kaatman of Eaat Sumner was
Our deputy sheriff Mr. H. D. Cole
■moke coming from the basement and
positive cure to all sufferers from conati·
notified aome young men who gave the has been appointed jailer and will move liere on buaineaa Tuesday.
where we fail to
Dr. Heald took Cliff Churchill to the pation. In every case
fire took under a to South Paris the last of December. It

alarm. Probably the
the hall from the entrance Mrs. S. T. furnace and mnst have been amonldering
White had a hot soda fountain, and, in ■ince Sunday noon. The fire companiea
connection with the rest of the com- responded promptly and tbe fire waa pretbe audimitter, was in charge of the food table. vented from spreading into
This was decorated with bouquets of torium of the church to a great degree.
P. L. The organ was protected, so seems to
paper dowers made by Mrs.
have escaped without injury, but the
Wyman. The candy table was in the walls
of the church were blackened.
lower left corner of the ball and was
been put in order for
prettily decorated in green and white. The chapel has
A goodly amount of candy was disposed services and the people will worship
the
of. Farther up on that side of the hall there until repairs are made upon
The parish was very fortunate
were the fancy-work booth and apron church.
and handkerchief tables, decorations not to lose tbe entire building.
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. held an
being in colore of red and green. The
William
evening entertainment consisted of tbe interesting meeting with Mrs.
following program, which was very well Lowe.
Thanksgiving relatives to tbe number
carried out:
of twenty-six were entertained by Mr.
1. Piano Duet—Man» Unie Quadrille,
White.
T.
S.
and Mrs. II. N. Upton. Among them
M re Ε. Β. StetM>r, Mrs.
2. Quartette—Hunting Choru·,
were Major Adalbert Twitchell of NewE.
Brock.
J.
Mia.
Mr. ami
and Mrs. Gould of PortMrs. S. T. White, Mr. E. L. Wood. ark, N. J., Maj.
3. Sock—Birdie»' Ball,
land, and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bean of
Beatrice Smith, Ethel Flavin.
Norway.
4. Reading—There'll be rootn In Heaven,
Thursday evening the Ladies' Aid of
Mre. E. L. Wood.
the M. E. church served a pie supper to
5. Solo—Take me back to Dixie,
Mr·. 8tetaon. a
good number. Pies of various kinds
β. Duet—We're Growing Old Together,
Mr. and Mm. Wood. were served.
Mia Cole.
7. Recitation— \ Little Bird Tell·,
Friday evening the Congregational
8. Song—A Little Coat of Blue,
met to take action in regard to
Arthur Flavin. parish
repairing the church. Dr. J. G. Gehring,
9. Piano Duet—May Dance,
Mre. Stetson, Mr·. White. Hon. J. M. Philbrookand K. C. Bowler
*thel Flavin. were chosen a committee to make ar,0· Song
rangements for the repairs. W. J.
11. Recitation—Where There'· a Will, There's
Wright F'avln. Wheeler came to Bethel Tuesday and
a Way,
12. Singing by Quartette—A Freckled Frog.
promptly adjusted the insurance very
Mrs. White
13. Solo—'The Chorister,
Mrs. Wood. satisfactorily.
14. Reading—A Warning,
The town schools will open Monday.
15. Duet—The Curfew Bell.
Mr·. Stetson, Mrs. White.
Thursday, the Ladies' C'ub will bold
were
music
the
the Christina* sale in Garland Chapel as
The accompanists for
Mrs. Κ. B. Stetson and Mrs. I. L. Bowker planned, but the supper will necessarily
of Portland. The net proceeds were $40. be postponed.
World's Temperance Sunday, Nov.
ncsi Dcmci.
29, was observed by a union Temperan ol 1 maid,
ance service at the Universalis! church "There was an old bach, there vu
lie was
timid, an<1 nomswhat afraid,
in the evening, the pastors of all three Rut nowquite
this old maid dtd love this old bach,
churches uniting in tbe openiug service. \nd thought he would prove a very good catch.
«aid,
The program further cousioted of sing- 'The next time I see him,' thl» old maiden
Ί ju«t will propose to blm that be should wed
ing-of hymns and two solos by Mrs. C. Some
very good inald who can broil and can
(i.
H. Bates; a etory was read by Mrs. C.
bake
ho will take.
Morton and a poem by Mrs. C. L. Ridlon. \nd maybe, perhaps, the hint
3o the next time they met she said to him, true,
audience
attentive
and
Mzed
A good
'My very dear »lr. I propoeo unto you'—
(ία
Hut never another fond word she said,
piocouv.
The contest entertainments, under So HWlft from the house he eagerly sped.
And
he said to himself : Ί vow and do enum,
the
auspices of Onward Itebekah I'll not meet her again till leap year Is done.' "
of
18th
and
11th
held
the
will
be
Lodge,
The weather ie growing cold.
On Friday evening, Dec.
this month.
Drv and dusty roade for December.
11, at Dunham's Hall, the side of which
Dr. G. W. Feroald of Bethel Hill was
Mrs. Eva M. ^ wift is captain, will preseut
here last week on business.
the drama, Grandmother Hildebrand's
John T. Lewis of North Waterford
Legacy, with the following character*:
was in town Wednesday and Thursday.
John Blosaom, an Independent Vermont
E. R. Briggs lost a cow last week for
Charles F. Rarden.
Farmer,
Frank L. Willie. which he paid thirty dollars a year ngo.
<ani Blossom, his brother,
Daniel A. Glines and wife of Bethel
Ueorge Pterson, the city lover,
Clarence L. Rldlon. |
Hill were in this village last Tuesday.
Jack Thome, a wronged husband, i
Only light raius have yet fallen, and
(
Fred Hivers, who tries to court,
K. Merton Haramon 1. water is nearly as scarce as cider.
L
Woo<l.
Edgar
Pat O'Connor,
Hard times for those having large
i
Sam, a Colored servant,
families to feed with everything to buy
ilarrv Fielding, the Postmaster's Son, (
CarroH A. Bacon. and nothiug to sell.
Bernard M. Richardson.
Policeman,
Peter Wheeler and wife are moving
Ivan Tuell
I Teddy, a News Boy,
from Grover Hill to the farm they reMa- nard Chase
Dick, a Bootblack,
Mrs. Susan Blossom, John's wife.
cently bought of D. A. Glines.
Emma W. Mann
Alanson Tyler is doing a good busiI Belinda, Susan's Old Maid sister,Agnes E. Brock ness in the manufacture and sale of
Mae Blossom, John Blossom's daughter, j
picture frames.
Mrs. I.angdon, an assumed name,
Ir is thought the wind-bags of Alaska
Dora I. Hill.
have burst, and the safety valves of
Mrs. Reginald Plerson, wife of Jack Thorne,
Rva M. Swift. Northwest Canada blown out.
Isabelle Crawford, supposed ward of Mrs.
Dead deer have been so plentiful here
Leona P. Rldlon.
Plerson,
since the hunting season opened that the
Betsey Ann Skinner, who flirte with Sam,
Ada B. Barden. largest now attract but littlo notice.
Mildred F. D.tvls
U ran Ί mother Hlldebrand,
Miss Eva Glines of Bethel Hill has
There will be good specialties between been working in the post-card bouse of
the acts of the play, and at the close » Whitten & Dennison during the acadsocial at which pop corn and home-made | emy vacation, aud boarded at L. E.
candy will be sold. Admission tickets Allen's, but thin week returns to school.
20 cents; reserved sears 25 cents;
West Sumner.
I dren under 12 years 10 cents.
Walter Farrar and wife of Canton spent
West I'aris Grange will hold an all |
day meeting Saturday of this week, Dec. Sunday with Mr. Farrar's mother, Mrs.
12. In the forenoon there will be con- Polly Farrar.
Wallace Ryerson of South Paris was in
ferring of degrees and at noon a picnic
dinner. At one o'clock there will be town last Saturday and Sunday.
Caleb Morrill and wife of Woodstock
a corporation meeting to dUcues way»
and meaus for building a new hall, were the guests of A. G. Farrar Tuesday.
which will be followed at the afternoon
Harry Crockett and wife of Dixfleld
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. Crockett's
I session hy eb-cMon of officers.
Mr. W. W. Dunham, who recently mother, Mrs Ruth Crockett.
Horatio Chandler has moved into the
purchased the Kimball stand for his
own residence, also bought last week, house recently purchased by Horace
the house, land and small orchard near Barrows of Carl Dunham.
the residence of H. G. Brown, on Church
Attorney Percy -Andrews and lady
Street, which w is owned by Mrs. George friend of Portland speut Thanksgiving
Mr. Dun- with Mr. Andrews' parente, Mr. and
W. Bryant of South Parle.
ham intends to keep quite a lot of honey Mrs. David Andrews.
N. C. Ford has moved his family into
! Ijeee in the orchard, and probably will
the house recently purchased by him of
[ continue to rent the bouse.
Horatio Chandler.
Granite Lodge, No. 182, F. A A.
The ladies of the Baptist circle will
{installed the following officers last
serve a dinner in the vestry Doc. 17th. A
month:
very pretty silk quilt will be disposed of
W. M.-H. H. Ward wall.
S. W.— I. E. Brock.
by votes. There will be a sale of aprons
J. W.-C. L. Rldlon.
and fancy articles suitable for Christmas

—J J jetton *Song, |

■

The last shattering blow was given to
an unlamented but almost immémorial
custom when President Roosevelt last
week issued an order putting the fourthclass postmasters of quite a section of
the country into the classified list. The
postmasters included are those of the
states east of the Mississippi and north
Tbis means that in those
of the Ohio
states hereafter, candidates for postmaster in ali offices paying less than $1000
per year will have to take the competitive civil service examination, as they
would for a government clerkship, or
Present inother government position.
cumbents will not be disturbed, and will
be removed only for cause. The fourth
class post offices, once the framework of
all political machines, are now prettv
well taken oat of politics. The work of
removing them began when some yearn
ago an order was issued that postmasters
should not be removed except for cause,
ment, decorated on tbe top with frag
and this order of President Roosevelt ingots of rose
quartz There I halted ti
has finished the job.
examine the specimens, when he startec
int> a brisk trot and soou was out ol
The suggestion attracts more or less sight. He was a middle aged persou
attention that when the present territory rather vicious looking, and whether ht
of New Mexico is admitted as a state, it had some evil purpose in view and did
should be given the name of Lincoln. It not quite dare to carry it out. or meanl
is pointed out that that will be the last it simply for a j>ke is uncertain. As t(
chance to honor the great Lincoln in m ν self I had not traveled so far as tt
that way; also incidentally there are cer get tired, and consequently cared notb
tain objections to perpetuating the Mexi- ing for a ride and was not particular^
Lin- please*! with his company.
can name in an American state.
Farther on uiv visit I stopped ovei
coln needs no monument in the uame of
But night with Mr. Blank, and during th<
a state, as far aa that is concerned.
qnite apart from that question, it is evening his wife looked out of the win
probably safe to predict that conserva- dow and then gave what sounded to tn<
tism will bring the state into the Union, like a novel as well as doubtful item ol
when it does come, with the name New information, which was this: "Tbe New
Sec.—L. B. Swan.
Mexico. When the territory of Dakota York electric light is shining again."
presents.
Treas.—C. H. I ane, Jr.
was divided and admitted as two states, That of course excited my curiosity
S. D.—Samuel E-t*s. Jr.
Dr. Fernald of Bethel, state veterinary,
each of them had the opportunity of add- and looking out the same window tool
J. D.—Percy C. Mavhow.
has been in town this week testing cowfc.
Kimball.
S. S—Oscar A.
ing tome new and original came to the the liberty to remark that her electrit
The cattle have stood the test very well.
J. S.—Samuel Johnson.
list, and indeed, the name of Lincoln light was nothing more nor less than th«
Two cows owned by Charles Barrows
M.—-J. II. Cole.
and
th<
But planet Venus, then evening star,
was strongly urged at that time.
Tyler—A. L. Bacon.
were found to be affected with tubercuP. M —C. F. Barden.
so unwilling were both of them to let go brightest one in the whole heavens.
losis and have been slaughtered.
de
the
took
Mr.
Blank
the
effects
insisted
Then
from
Mr.
C.
name
that
Lewis
the
old
subject,
of
upon
Bates,
up
they
| Ida Thomas, t he t wol ve-year-old daughretaining it, and dubbed the two parts cided with his wife that it was just whal I of a heavy cold, lias been quite seriously ter of Herbert Thomas, while playing in
she called it, and
North Dakota and South Dakota.
every one about sick for a week, but at this writing is a
hayrack with other children Monday
there pronounced it the same. That wai more comfortable, and it is hoped is afternoon fell and broke one
leg. She
a still greater surprise, but seeing ther« I on the road to recovery.
Mr. Bates has is
well under the care of Dr. Atdoing
The board of general appraisers of the were two
against one, we thought the a great many friends in this locality, wood.
United States has decided in a recent less said the better and dropped the sub who
sincerely hope ho will speedily re
The S. B. R. Club met with Mrs. Rodcase that a typewriter signature to a
But
just think of it for a moment I gain his usnal health.
ject.
ney Chandler Thursday afternoon. After
document is valid, taking the reasonable How
tc
have
an
electric
would
Bates
of
New
Haven.
Mr.
W.
Vernal
light
high
preliminary exercises the question
ground that it makes no difference be eltvated in New York to be visible I Conn., came last woek to see his father. the
box was opened, and after theso had
whether the signature was made with a hero above the horizon? Where is th«
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Howard of | been
duly answered a portion of Colopen, a rubber stamp, or a machine, pro- mathematician who can figure it out Bry&ntville, Mass arrived in town last
nial History was read and discussed.
vided the signature is made and can bt;
week to visit relatives in this locality, j Current
correctly?
events, Mrs. Holeu Chandler.
shown to be authentic. It hardly needs
Temperature at 10 Thursday morning I and at present are stopping with Mrs Music on the graphophone was very
to be suggested, in connection with this,
in
to
and
Howard's sister, Mrs. W. G. Hammond, much
ground closing up,
they begin
enjoyed. Refreshments were servthat proving the authenticity of a typequire where the water Is coming from il at Trap Corner.
ed. The next meeting will be Deo. 17th.
written signature is not often a simple we have no more rain till
ant
and
whist
of
ladies
A
January,
young
party
A government agent was in town rematter, as it contains no internal eviperhaps not then.
gentlemen, to the number of sixteen, cently laying out an extension of the R.
dence whatever.
were pleasantly entertained lait ThursF. D. route which already reaches a
Miss Elinor H. Tuell, at
Mrs. Ernest Curtis and two girls art day eveuing by
portion of this village. Fearing the
her
Mr.
and
Mrs
the
home
of
pareuts,
West Sumner post office and stage to
Hei
There will be several novel incidental spending the week at Portland.
Π. K. Tuell. Refreshments were served. Buck6eld would be done
away with the
feature· about the session of the Maine sister, Mrs. Alton Day, is caring for tb«
of
Thomas
Mrs.
Jackson
Mr.
and
month.
next
citizens of the village have signed a petitwin boys during Mrs. Curtis1 absence.
legislature which meets
Minnesota
are visiting his brother, W.
will
be
tion
sent
it
to
and
there
to
hei
has
something
returned
Washington bv Hon.
For one thing,
Hannah Emmons
S. Jackson, and other relatives.
John P. Swasey, praying that the post
like adequate hotel accommodation* at work at Bryant's Pond, having been al
Mrs. Mary G. Bradbury of Trap office be continued.
Augusta, though probably not more home the last week because of illness.
Corner is spending a week or two with
than will be needed. Then each member
Mr. and Mrs Geo. Cole are entertain
her
Locke's Mills.
sister, Mrs. Lottie Ellis of South
will receive the princely sum of $.{00. ing a nine pound baby girl, who arrivée
Paris.
Mrs. Will Coolidge and Mrs. Llewellyn
double the former pay, for the session, Mondav, Nov. 30.
John Maybew, who recently went to
which will be enough to pay for good
Itarthi Cummings is at work at Jolir
Bryant wero at South Paris and Norway
Florida, found his brother Frank in- Tuesday.
Further, Xoyes'.
board for himself and wife.
back
came
return
so
to
home,
tending
railMr. and Mrs. Frank Front Lave moved
Dr. Hayes has lately been at Oxforc
every man will pay his fare on the
with him last week.
They think there into the rent recently vacated by Fred
roads, instead of having in his pocket a to do some testing for the state, in the
than
the
state of Maiue.
are
worse
place*
Kent.
to
Kurt
herds of C. C. Davis, II. W. (Joy & Son
Penley.
pass good from Kittery
Mr. Lynn Rowe and Miss Ida May
Miss Eva Curamings ha* gone to
On that account perhaps the members and others, whose herds last summei
Aldrich were quietly married last Satat
home
to
be
so
auxious
be
He
diseased.
were
found
won't
Lowell, Mass., to spend the wiuter with
reports finding
quite
Mac- relative·.
Also of late he hat urday evening by Rev. Isabella S.
from Friday to Tuesday each week, and them now all right.
duff at ber room
The young couple
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Cole and son of
on a junket one or two other days, and beeu testing for the Portland Board ol
will
to
at
Corner.
Trap
housekeeping
go
Portland visited in town last week.
business may move faster. And at any Health from Mechanic Palls to Bethel,
Phil Green haa returned to his home
rate, every man can do justice both to and, not tinding manv diseased cattle,
Norway Lake.
at Berlin, Ν. H.
the people and to the railroads, without thinks that the disease is fast diminish
is
Mrs.
J.
L.
Partridge
improving
of
uncomfortable
feeline ing in this section, and that if the entirt
Mrs. Harriet Herrick is visiting her
the least degree
some in health.
that the little card in his inside pocket state was as well tested as onr section,
daughter at Rumfurd Falls.
Miss Sarah New hall has been in poor
soon
Mr. Rogers and his daughter of Yarbe stamped
tuberculosis would
has influenced his action at all.
health lately, but is some better.
mouth have been the gnests of Mrs. F.
out of our state.
Ervin Bean of Auburn spent Thanks- E. Purington.
Mrs. Jacob Curtis entertained hei
H.
R.
Tbe basket ball game Tuesday evening
Fariulagton C hronlc'e Our South Charter· daughter,
Mrs.
Tuell, ant giving with James Crockett and wife.
ville corre*poD«leot ral*e* a pertinent question
Ira Wood and his nephew, Donald was won
by the Bethel team. Score
It is pretty daughter, of West Paris, Tuesday.
for local trapper· to pa*» upon.
few
in
re
a
Wood, spent
days
Winthrop
was 15 to 10.
hart to learn that the family pet ha* been
centlv.
for
or
mink
eet
Lovell.
malmo·! or -tarveU In a trap
muakrat. but a»l<!e from the •«•Ifl-.h grief which
C. A. Stephen*, M. D., has been away
East Waterford.
Carrie E. Chapman is at Pryeburg foi
such an accMent occaMon*, bow much more
for a short time.
If our llttie a few days :»ud attending the school fail
À party of fifteen ate dinner and supdoe· a cat suffer than a muakrat?
Partridge Brothers have removed the per at B. G. Mclntire's Thanksgiving
fur bearer· of the woo-1 iiiu*t be trappe,! the of the academy.
mill and will put
traps ought at lea«t to be vIMted often.
Mrs. W. S. Pox is seriously ill at pres- engine from their grain
Day. Mrs. Mclntire's parents, Mr. and
in a new and somewhat larger engine.
By reference to the laws of 1907, the ent.
Mrs. T. U. Sawin of Norway, were of the
Mrs. W. S. Partridge visited in Norway
requirement may be discovered that
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Palmer of Norway
p^rty.
trap· set in incorporated places shall be are at H. W. Palmer's for the winter, and attended the Congregational fair.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sanderson and son,
visited at least once in twenty-four owing to the continued illness of Mrs
Arthur, ate their Thanksgiving dinner
Hebron.
further
no
The statute goes
hours.
with S. S. Hall and family.
II. W. Palmer.
The Ladies' Circle had a dinner Tuesthan that, probably on the assumption
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Doughty spent
C. K. Chapman was at Pryeburg Tues
of
instead
the
usual
of
denizens
the
day
that
unincorporated day at probate court.
supper.
Thanksgiving day with his brother
an
Oxford
a
from
L
PackAs
number
the
Z.
no
have
Quite
feelings.
Thaxter at Norway.
place·
Ν. Τ. Pox has built a garage in the
ard Relief Corps
attended the corp«
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Pride have returnCounty farmer remarked on one oc- rear of the buildings of C. II. Brown.
at Mechanic Falls Tuesday..
meeting
casion. when one of his oxen had by
tho
Dia·
ed
from a visit to their people in North
that
the
timber
of
We learn
The Sunshine Society will meet with
accident got bung up by the yoke in an mond Match Co. bought some yeart !
Fryeburg.
uncomfortable and dangerous position, since of Sumner Kimball is to be cut the ; Miis Grace Bum pus on Friday, Dec. 4.
The winter schools opened Nov. 30.
There was considerable excitement
"Tee! No business to have been an ox." present winter and the job of logging
Mr. and Mrs. James Hammond of
a
moose
here
few
caused
by
days ago
There art :
has been let to X. P. Pox.
Colebrook, Ν. H., spent a night at J. E.
! tracks
seen.
The
moose
bas
not
being
Mclntire's not long since
For Assistant Attorney General.
probably from two to three million feet. been heard
from so far.
Born, Nov. 27, to the wife of Chas. W.
Charles P. Barnes of Norway is anis
at
home
Mr.
Turner
from
NorA.
J.
Oxford.
i
Gammon, a son.
nounced aa a candidate for assistant athe
has
all
the
where
been
way
nearly
Miss Inez Flint is the guest of Mrs. B.
An informal chmch meeting was hel(
Mr. Karnes is
torney general of Maine
G. Mclntire.
to see if Rev. Mr. New ; time for several months.
completing hi· second term as county Pridsy evening
the
so
of
this
week
coldest
Thursday
I
Mr. and Μπι. Alonzo Col· s re visiting
to
with
remain
thi
be induced
attorney for Oxford Tounty. During the portculd
far, being but 10 above zero this morn Mrs Cole's daughter in MansQeld, Mass.
at Oxford, hut he had already
four years he has had a largo volume of church
Miss Louise Brown and Warren Kneetho call to Turner ! ing.
bueineu to attend to, including homicide practically accepted
land are having telephones put in.
A reeeption to Mr. and Mrs. Newpor
cases in unu*al number for a law-abiding
Mrs. Lizzie Jewett is now caring for
East Sumner.
was held at the chapel Wednesday even
aβ we know Oxford to be.
county su,,
the people of the Congregationa
A meeting of the Cow Testing Asso- Mrs. J. E. Mclntire.
In the prosecution of his duties he has ing by
Mrs. Vesta Jenkins is visiting Mrs. G.
show
and
to
their appro ciation held at the Grange Hall on Tuesparish
•hown a zeal and activity In the enforce- church
elation of hi* work among them. A sun day was largely attended. The associa- L. Hilton.
ment of law, a thoroughness of preparaof money was presented to them, anc tion baa purchased some stock foods
tion, a readiness and ability in the actual
North Stoneham.
and remarks followed and the result is that feeds have fallen
trial of caaea, and an untiring energy music, reading,
I
Richard Hazeltine was at home from
Refreshments of ice cream, fancy cakes in prices since its arrival.
under the strain of continuous work
were served.
Grange and circle dinnera are well Fryeburg Academy with his aunt, Mrs.
through a long term of court, such as etc.,
Married, at BostoD, NV>v. 28, Howarc patronized as one can "gormandizV Kate Fontaine, ovor Thanksgiving.
The
are rarely found in combination.
Eva McAllister of North Waterford is
and Jean Agnes Mulholland, there cheaper than at home.
office of assistant attorney general i· not Chandler
both of Oxford, Mr. and Mrs. Cbandlei
School began on Monday, the 30th visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
an elective one, but the choice of his asJ.
C. Sawyer.
will make their home at Webb's Mills.
ult, »nd is in charge of Miss Alice B.
aistant ia made by the attorney general.
Willis Wing died of typhoid fever al Harlow of Buckfield, who taught the
Beryl McKeen was at home from her
The next attorney general of the state,
school at Norway Thanksgiving.
and was brought here for burial.
preceding term.
chosen by the legislature which meets in Gray
Wm. Gammon and J. C. Sawyer bave
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps visited ; Remember the good minister when
January, may be assured of a very effl
Dwlnal Postât Mechanic Pall· Thursday ontting np that pig.
He is not a Jew, both got tbe water in their houses.
tient assistant if he choose· Mr. Barnes,
Prof. Tubba of Bates College spoke al and will eat pork. Also, bear in mind
Ralph Adams and Zeno Fontaine are
and the friends of Mr. Barne· in hi· own
the M. E. church Sunday on "Condition! that Christmas will soon be here with outting timber for Ν. H. Palmer, wbioh
ooonty will be gratified If the choice in
will be baaled to H. B. MoKssn'· mill,
Mexico."
good oheer.
aboald be made.

clul-J

[

M.,j

I

I

is understood that M. E. Williams will
occupy Mr. Cole's house in the village.
Mr. Kilbon Perham, one of our oldest
citizens, is seriously ill. His children
were summoned home Wednesday.
The lot selected for the Whitman
Library is being put in shape. It is
located on a knoll near the Grange Hall
on land bought of Mrs. Emily J. Felt.
Albert H. Runs has been appointed
superintendent of sohools in place of L.
W. Smith.
Edith and Elsie Cushman leave Monday for Farmington where they will attend the Normal School.
George K. Cofflo has bought the pasture and wood lot joining his farm.
Floyd Morgan is occupying his new
house wbioh is nearly finished.
Lucy Frost of Norway is teaching in
the Whitman District. She boards with
the family of George Coffin.
Oilman A. Whitman has olosed bis
farm house and is stopping at Romford.
His sister, Mrs. Aravesta Besney, who
has been keeping bouse for him, Is now
at Hebron taking care of her daughter.
The holiday sale at Libby's Variety
Store will open Saturday, Dec. 12th,
with a new and complete stock to select
from. You will find many new lines
adapted to Christmas wants.

Dlckvale.
Lamb and McAlister of West Peru are
birch here.
Rev. A. A. Abbott ban so far recoverto
as
exercise in the open air on
ed

cutting

The minstrel ahow of the Eastern Star
prill occur Deo. 11, to be followed by
Music
in oyster aapper and danoe.
will be fnrniabed by the Swaatika Or·
jhestra of South Paria.
Several G. A. R. men from here attended a camp-fire held by Dwinal Poet
it Mechanic Falla, Thursday. "Billy
ind Fon" with fife and drum did eacort
iuty. Some forty-eight years ago at the
tame place, these muaiciana performed
the same duty for the organization then
known aa the Wide Awakea during the
9rat Lincoln oampaien.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waidron, after baring
traversed the greater part of New England during the aummer and fall, haa
settled down for the winter at her home
here.
Arthur Chandler of Weat Sumner was
in town Thursday.
Mayflower Chapter, No. 135, 0. E. S.,
bold their annual electiou of offlcera on
Friday evening. The old officers were
re-elected for another term.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Cole have been in
Portland during the week.
Buckfleld Grange held an all day
meeting Saturday with the regulation
grange dinner at the noon recess.
S. C. Withington killed the banner
porker of the season Friday, weighing
502 pounds, dressed.
Bring on your

There

pleasant days.

were numerous

whole system to bealthy activity. Tbey
have a most beneficial action upon tbe
liver.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable and
idesl for tbe use of children, old folks
and delicate persons.
We csnnot too
highly recommend them to all sufferers
from any form of constipation and its
attendant evils. That's why we back
our faith in tbem with our promise of
money back if they do not give entire
satisfaction. Two sizes, 25c. and 10c.
P. A. Sburtleff A, Co., South Pari·, Mc.

North Parla.

John

Willis

and

Frank

Charles

cently

of
re-

made a visit here to friends.
Blanche Millett is doing the house
work for Mrs. Mell Knigbt.

are

East Brownfleld.
The services at the Congregational
church on World's Temperance Sunday,
Not. 20, were of a most interesting
character. Tho speaker, Rev. A. S. Bisbee, of Portland, having had a wide experience as traveler and lecturer, held
the closest attention of his audience
throughout the entire meeting. Also un
Saturday evening, Nov. 28, Mr. Bisbee
gave a stereopticnn lecture at Bradbur.v
Hall, which was of the highest class and
those who were unablo to attend missed
a great trear.
Mr. Bisbee was eutertained at the home of Mrs. B. A. (*. Stick
nev.

The Red Men gave their farcical

play,

"The Mock Trial," at Brownfleld Cen-

ter Dec. 4.
Will Warren has removed from his
farm into the Jfccob Colby house which
he recently bought.
The Congregational Circle served a
baked bean supper at Bradbury Hall
Dec 2. In connection with it there was
also an apron sale, entertainment and
sociable enjoyed by many.
Mrs. Ε. A. O. Stlckney and Mise I. II.
Stickney are in Portland at present.
They will return to their home here for
Christmas week, however.
Mrs. J. E. Clement spent Dec. 2 in
Cornish.
J. B. Peckham was in Cumberland
Milla last Wednesday for the day.
A prayer meeting waa held at the
borne of Dr. Marston Dec. 3d.
Many will be sorry to learn that Polly,
the pet of the post office, was found
dead in her cage one morning last week.

Cuff vs. Muff.

overflowing.

the great pumpkin case,

The hall waa

packed

to

West Lovell.
Evelyn Lord oommenced her

Miss
aohool at North Lovell Monday.
C. D. Lord has gone to Waterford to
work for tho winter.
Mr·. 2. McAllister and aon Webster
have returned from a trip to Bethel.
Y. H. MoAlliater and Mrs. Oeorgie,
Cbadbourn have gone to Portland for a

few daya.
Mrs. W. 8. Vox U «till aiok la b«d.

Always

values

odors from the

important

an

have

we

some

leading

item in

Imported

ounce.

stock, but

our

per box.

line this

our

or

articles the

and

plain

cut

glass bottles,

10c

and Domestic Toilet Waters,

season

comprises

greatest
leading
25c to $5.00
the

assortment of Xmas boxes from the

An

shown.

In

manufacturers.

elegant
stationery always makes

ever

A box of

makers.

Christmas gift.

acceptable

an

Work Baskets.
Large

An

and small.

line of Waste Baskets.

appropriate

present for the ladies.

to

25c

$5

each.

00

Fountain Pens.
A

for $1.00.

Ideal, $2.50

The l>est made, Waterman'*

good

one

large

assortment of all that is best.

Ink Pencils for

$1.00.

to

Also

a

fine

$6.00 each.

Books.
A

Books for

works ?t 50 cents.

boys

popular fiction. A big line of
Children's Books in paper and linen.

The latest

girls.

and

popular

Toys in Wood,
They must be seen
Hlimpty Dumpty Cir-

We always have a l.irge assortment of articles to please the little folks.
Iron and Rubber in such variety it is impossible to describe them here.
to be
cus

Dolls

clean

States

for many

Novelties

———————

The body of an unknown man wa«
found in Moose Tond, near Bridgton, on
the 29th ult. The man was evidently a
stranger in Bridgton, and there van
nothing about the body by whioh it
coald be Identified. The officers thought
that the man bad been tramping. Apparently he had been in the water about

appreciated.
Setts, $1.00

of every kind.

Games

John Furbush of Mosher Hill, Farmfrom his carat the time of
the Fraoklin county fair, while returning from the fair, died Tuesday, aged 85
years. Mr. Furbush was injured about,
the head at the time and had never regained consciousness. One son survives.

Ington, who was thrown
riage by a runaway horse

a

Be

5c to $12.00 each.
$12.00 each.

Make the little

pleasant

girl happy

with the

see

the

gift of a

doll,

ic to

$5.00

each.

entertainment, young and old.

Gla*s, Metal, Wood and Leather.

'n

and

sure

to

extra nice in hand decorated and

A great
wood.

polished

variety

low

at

Something

prices.

TOILET CASES. MANICURE SETS, MILITARY BRUSHE8, ALBUMS. HAIR
CLOTHES BRUSHES, KNIVE8, BIBLES. FANCY GOODS. SKATES.

AND

PHONOGRAPH8, POST CARDS, PHOTO AND POST CARD ALBUMS AND
BOXES. SHAVING SETS, COLLAR AND CUFF BOXES, GLOVE BOXES, INK
STANDS, CHOCOLATES AND BON BON8 in Xmae Boxee, SMOKING SETS,
MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, CIGARS in Xmae Boxes, CAMERAS, &c„ &c.

month.

Arthur Roux of Sanford, formerly a
resident of Biddeford, was found unconscious and badly injured beside the
tracks of the Boston A Maine Tuesday
evening shortly after the 7:15 train for
Portland had left Biddeford. His scalp
was badly cut, body bruised, and it is
feared that he is internally injured. Ho
recovered consciousness Wednesday.

Select
the

Ho'iday

Holiday

Gifts

season can

you

now
m

while the assortment is

ike such

satisfactory

at least come in and look this stock over.

largest

selections

Everyone cordially

At

and freshest.

welcomed at the

other time

no

neglect

Do not

as now.

this

Pharmacy

during

opportunity

to

of

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

A Sherlock Holmes deputy-sheriff
ascertained that a phonograph stolen at
Millinocket, Me., had one record tha',
was new to the town.
Keeping his ears
open and overhearing the time as he
passed a house he followed up the me- 1
lodious trail and now a youth is locked
up in jail «barged with robbing the
United States mail. Moral: Stick to
the good old tunes.

rhe origin of the fire 1· not known.

Note

be broken.

either in value

first have the be-t selection.

come

Stationery.

Maine cattle commissioners bave decided to maintain a rigid quarantine against
cattle from all other states and coun-

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

PROBATE NOTICES.

»
To all persons Interested In olther of the estati
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Fryeburg, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the IIret
dajr of December, In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eight. The followlag matter having been piesented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby
Ordbekd:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
te rested by canting a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, newspaper pubBsned
a
at
that
In
said
they may appear
Parla,
County,
Probate Court to be held at Part*, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1909. at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon if

! they

1

know of the great

selling these Christmas
of the things we excel in.

we are

In bulk 40c to $2.00 per
$4.50 each.
25c to $1.00 per bottle.

to

Owing to the prevalence of the foot
and mouth disease In several state*, the

:

soon

popular

The most

Jacob Smith of Waterville, a farmer
35 years of age, was probably fatally injured Friday while blowing out stumps,
by an explosion of dynamite. The
charge did not go off as expected, and
after waiting a few minutes he investigated, when the charge exploded.

The Dominion liner Cornishat one of the wharves, was
and her cargo is probably a
total loss, while the steamer herself is
The big Grand
Bonsiderably damaged.
Trunk elevators were not in seriouK
langer, although it looked so to the
First estimates place the
spectators.
loss at about three-quarters of a million,
is
it
likely that revision will
though
reduce the figures somewhat It was a
ipeotacnlar fire, and In a portion of the
:ity, the Grank Trunk property, whiob
s the particular dread of the firemen,

but the way

for you.

Perfumes.

Hampshire.

Friday morning, together with

especially

time of the year and

particular

Cases,
Purses, Hand Bags, Pocket Books, Card Cases, Cuff Boxes, Bill Books, Medicine
Music Rolls and Portfolios, Cigar Cases, &c. Prices run 5c to $5.00.

There were 1545 patients admitted to
the Maine General Hospital in the yrar
ending Oot. 1—531 from Portland, 800
from other parts of Maine, every county
being well represented, and 214 from
outside the state, mainly from New

■beds, etc.
man, lying
let on fire,

We have hundreds of Christmas articles

this in mind—those who

Keep
large

when you

store

our

Leather Goods.

has been disbanded. This is
the outcome of the affair at this year's
muster, when the company was sent
home in disgrace.

Ore early

forget

Don't

personally look over our stock you cannot possibly
goods, nor can you imagine how beautiful they are

attractiveness.

Gnards,

On the 15th of October Harold E. Martin of Winthrop was killed by being
Denmark.
struck by an electric car at a crossing.
Mr. Chas. McKenna has sold a large A coroner's jury which has been intimber lot in this town to Mr. Clark of vestigating the case has just returned a
to the effect that the motorman
Dover, Ν. H., who will run two aaw verdict
of the car, Herbert: S. Spear of Hallomills there this winter.
in
The Orange Circle held a large circle well, did not use proper precaution
approaching the crossing, and Spear has
Wednesday evening, baked bean supper. been
arrested charged with involuntary
Mr. Joe Stiles of Bridgton was called
Wednesday to repair the water pipe at manslaughter.
Mr. Fred Sanborn'a.
Three of the Grand Trunk wharves in !
The Haymakers' Club of Brownfleld
Portland were practically destroyed by
gave an entertainment in Odd Fellow·1

ball the 28th,

of

Our stock is very

Co. E, First Infantry, of Portland,
popularly known as the Montgomery

a

in

buying early

Careful

ever.

You

smaller selection.

a

selected for this

assortment will

a

and better than

making your Holiday purchases.

variety

The sardine pack for the season of
which closed last Monday, fell
short 22 per cent from the amount allotted by the Maine Mercantile Co., which
is practically in control of the business.

given

larger

on.

Unless you

1008,

United

F. Δ. SHURTLEFF & CO.

has

season

especially

A number of the Auburn milkmen
have been arrested and fined for selling
adulterated milk, and other dealers are
to be prosecuted.

as are

Norway

floutli Parle

that you must choose from

George Triplett, a 7-year-old boy, was
over by an electric car in Bangor
Tuesday morning, and it is thought
fatally injured.

health by the
quarantine stations.

F. H. NOYES CO.

given a more complete stock and better goods than usual.
will find everything strictly high grade, of best quality and sold at a fair price.
Chri«lma« buying should be done HOW. Every day's delay means
the

run

of

.Secretary.
1908

Dec. 5,

Our assortment this year is

Maine News Notea.

bill

BOYS' UNDERWEAR
25c., 50c.
BOYS' UNION SUITS....50c., $1.00.

Is Now Groing

days.

tries, except eucb

We have three good numbers at $1.00.
AN .ALL WOOL Double Breasted Shirt at $1.50.

CHRISTMAS SALE!

is at the Eastern Maine Hospital in BanFrank Littlehale.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Damon of Buck- gor suffering from a broken spine, as the
result of a tree falling on him Tuesday.
field visited at M. D. Foes' Nov. 29.
The doctors think he has a chance for
North Waterford.
recovery.

Giibertville, formerly of this place,

we

Underwear not Fleece Lined.

P. Δ. SHURTLEFF & CO.

all day meeting of
Harry Smith, an electrician by trade,
West Paris Grange, No. 298, Saturday, committed suicide by shooting at Win·
Dec. 12, with basket dinner. Tbe meet- throp Friday, during a period of teming in the forenoon opens at ten o'clock, porary insanity caused by Illness. He
for the purpose of conferring degrees. was unmarried, and has a mother and a
Corporation meeting in the afternoon sister living in Skowhegan.
for the purpose of voting money for the
Indications so far are that during the
new ball, followed by election of officers.
open season on moose less were killed
A full attendance is desired.
than last year, the receipts at Bangor up
Tbe funeral of Mrs. Frank Keene,
to the end of the season being 115
who died Nov. 27, was held at the honse
100 last year. More deer have so
Nov. 29, at two o'clock, and was at- against
far come down than last year.
tended by Kev. I. S. Macduff.
Burial
at Buckfield.
James McDermott of Bangor, a woodsCarl Peterson has bought a horse of man who has been in the woods at Milo,

Norway Tuesday.

of underwear than

Wool $1.00, $1.50.

Cotton 75c.

Burn», Iprifc

an

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Moulton entertained W. S. Perkins, wife and two children, Mrs. Sarah Perkins and Mrs. Martha Brown Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Sarah Washburn is boarding at
Parrie Paige's.
Hiram Holt was one of the lucky ones
and shot a deer last week.
Eddie Green of Bridgton spent Sunday
at Fred Black's.
Mrs. John Grover of Waterford called
on Mrs. W. D. Moulton.
Chandler Merrill has just had a room
plastered. James Kimball of Albany
did the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Nason went to

piece

better

a

Wright's Fleeced Undewrear.

DeWltt's » Salve

originated

There will be

sell for 50c.

G. W. Q.. PERHAM,

For PU»*.

you find

can

A. M.

Bryant's Pond, Me.,

Our stream known as Spear Stream wns
West Buckfield.
named from an Indian known by the
Ralph Bennett has been at home from
early settlors by tbe name of Spears.
In some of my first writings for the Ox- Berlin, Ν. H.
Miss Lorena Winslow has been in Auford Democrat I dropped tbe final s and
it bas since been known as Spear Stream. burn for a few days.
S. M. Bonney has sold bis farm to
Some one ought to write the history
of the town of Peru. There is consider- John and Irving Smith.
Miss Mattie Elwood is at home from
able material in town already collected
Auburn.
for it.
Mrs. Wm, Dunn is at home from South
That is a knowing cow of Mr. Ridlon's.
Moral: Never punish a Jersey cow with Paris.
Roy Buswell and his sister-in-law,
a hoe handle.
Mies Maude Smith, came from Stow
East Bethel.
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Churchill are setMiss Rose Greenwood is spending a
tled in their new home.
few days with friends here.
Miss Beryl Harlow went to her school
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean visited relatives at Berlin, Ν. H., Thanksgiving at East Sumner, Sunday.
returned to his
Fred Pearson has
week.
Our Oould Academy students are all school in Milton.
Miss Ethel Pearson has gone to Mexat home for the Thanksgiving vacation.
Mr. Ο. M. Bartlett of Litchfield was ico.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cummings went
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Etta Bean,
to Mechanic Falls Monday for a few
week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Swan and eon of
South Paris visited at J. H. Swan's last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett and Francis Mills were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bartlett Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost of Locke's
Mills dined with Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Kimball Thanksgiving Day.
Hazel May Sanborn is staying with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Kimball.
The poverty party and fair held by
Alder River Grange last week attracted
a good crowd, and all enjoyed the oldtime supper of hot baked beans, brown
bread, coffee, twisted doughnuts, gingerbread, plum cake, all kinds of pie* and
Indian pudding. A very successful sale
was held, realizing in all about fifty dollars. Mr. Mitchell of this place was the
lucky one to get the quilt. Mr. Charles
Cross got the handsome guess cake.

Nowhere

The annual meeting of the Oxford
Patror.s of Husbandry Mutual Fire Insurance Company will be
held at Grange Hall, South Paris,
on Saturday, Dec. 26, 190S, at ic

49-51

00.

TWO PIECE UNDERWEAR.

County

family reunions

$5

We have four kind*, $t.oo, $1.50, $2.00,

ANNUAL MEETING

o'clock,

of Under-

large variety

a

UNION SUITS LEAD,
HAVE YOU USED THEM?

or nausea.
They are so
pleasant to take and work so easily that
tbey may be taken by anyone at any
time.
Tbey thoroughly tone up tbe

Mrs. A. J. Farrar is reported a little in town Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Holt of East
better.
son
S. Morrill is collecting cream and ped- Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Rich and
Harold of Betbelj and Fred Robertson of
dling fresh tlsb.
In reply to Antiquarian I will say that Portland were at F. G. Sloan's for
it is traditionary here that the name as Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawin and eon,
applied to our mountain Tumbledown
Mr.
Dick originated from this circumstance. Qlyndon, of North Waterford, and
An Indian named Dick had wounded a and Mrs. Lauren Lord were at S. 6.
deor and was in rapid pursuit when the Bean's ThankHgiving Day.
Aunt Charlotte Cummings recently
deer crazed by the wound and unable to
the 01st milostone of her life.
stop went down over the cliffs. Dick passed
oldest
went with bim. I think it is correct She has the distictionof being the
that many of tbe Indian names of places resident of Albany. She is staying with
from circumstances. ber daughter, Mrs. W. I. Beckler.
and lakes

Thanksgiving

At either of our btores you will find
wear that will meet your approval.

ience, griping

rvitr afnrioa

BLUE 8TOWES.

Your Underwear is Thin, Need
New Warm Winter Underwear?

effect a core, we will supply tbe medicine free.
That's a frank statement of
facts, and we waut you to substantiate
them at our risk.
Rezall Orderlies are a gentle, effective,
dependable and safe bowel regulator,
streogtbener and tonic. Tbey re-establish nature's functions in » quiet, easy
way. Tbey do not cause any inconven-

Hospital in Lewiaton for an operation
For appendioitia laat Saturday.

Albany.

^=|

see cause.

Isaac Davis, late of Fryeburg, deceased ; will
and petition for probate thereof presented by
Fred C- Davis and Edward M. Davis, the executor· therein named.
Free ma· C. Staejr, Ute of Porter, deceased;
ρ tltlon for license to sell and convey real estate
piesented by Mary A. Stacy, administratrix.

ADDISON E. HERRICK,
A true copy—attest :

Judge of said Court.

ALBERT D. PARR, Retfatnr.

FOimHONEY^TAR

Shoes and Watch for $2.50
If you
or

5

are a

1-2

$3.50.

boy

and

Shoe, you

wear a 2

can

These shoes

1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2, 5
a watch for

get both shoes and

are

good style,

serviceable, all right for best
sold the world

watches

are

both for

$2.50.

or

over

weight and
day. These

medium

every

for $1.00.

Remember all sizes from

2

You get

1-2 to

5

1-2.

CML AND SEE THEM.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,
Opera

House Blook, Norway, Maine.

Ji.

Wrfatd

Τ he

Mr·. W. D. Clark ie
Bath.

er at

SOUTH_PAEIS.

SOUTH PAK1S

POST

OiTlCB.

7 JO A. M. to 7 JO T. ».

nfflce Hour·:

OKANU

TRAIN*

Septcuitier 27, 1908,

UtAVK

tSOCTH

MUS

tiolog dowu^east >—5:3b A. M., daliv ; »:30 A.
'illy except Sunday ; 4 33 t. M., dally.
<lally; 3.-Ai p.
Going up (west!—9Λ0 a.
dally.
!illy except Sunday; 8:47 p.

1

Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. M
W orter. Pastor. Preac hing service. 10:45 a. m
lav School 11:45 a. m. ; T. P. S. C. Ε.
M ;
Kvunlojc service 7:00 p. m.; Chun
,ver meeting Wednesday evening at 7 Λ) p.
not Otherwise connected, are cordially li
a

«lté*!.
Mthodlst Church. Rev T. N. Kewlev, Pasto
(m Sunday, morning prayermeetlng 10 .-00 Α. M
-Sabbath Scho«
h'.ns service 10:4? a.
worth League Meeting β Oft p. m
m
ntver meeting Wednesday evening 7:30; clai
meetlBC Krldav veiling 7 30.
Haptlet Church. Rev. J. Wallace Chesbrt
On Sunday, preaching service 10:45
l' ictor
-iabbsth School 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε fi:15
m
m
-.raver meeting 7 Λ*' P. tt. ; Wednesday evei
AU ai
Seats free.
: .t .rayer service 7:30.
wcicomt
Pasto
U.
J.
LlUle,
Rev
Church.
Universalis*
ting service every Sunday at 10:45 a. 1
«ai'dav School at 12 *. Junior Union at 3 2
Y I*. C. U. at 7 P. M.
y M

tip

STATKD MEKTINviS.

Lodge, No. »4. Re«uli
ΐ A A. M.—Pari
fullinooi
e Ing Tuee lav -venln»- on or before
odge. regular niee
>. O. jf —Mount Mica
Tnurwlay evening of each wee* Auroi
ment. Uratand third Monday ovenlnj
h
of v&ch *noDth.
I) <f H.—Moun* Pleisan Retekah
meets second and fourth Fridays of etc
ata In cMd Fellows' Hall.
A. R.-W. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14$. ireei
of tac
it t and third Saturday evening^
pi -nth. In 1». A. R. Hall
\v
K. Kimball Circle, Ladles cf the U. ?
drat mil third Saturday eveningmeet·
h Tiocth. In Grand ArmÀ Hall.
,,f v.—.Joshua L. Chamberlain Cainp meet
-i ari l thirl Tuesday evenings of each montt
of H.—Parle Urauge. from May 1 to Oct. Ï
Saturday; during th
et« flrst and thirl
I
rex tinder of the year, meets every Saturday.
βΜΜ Hall.
ο
fourth
and
Mondays
C.—Second
O. «i.
*λ h month.
s
Ε. > >. P.—Stony brook I.odge, V.. 181
m
t< second and fourth Wednesday evening
>t a-'h month.
P.-Hamlln Lodge. No. 31, meets ever
fr ay evening at Pythian Hal1..
—

'uni

Lodçe.N*

»

ν

spending

tb<

Mies Sarah Morse of West Buckfield ii
siting at Mrs. J. K. Bennett's.

The Ladies' Flinch Club met wit!
Mrs. Ν. 1). Bolster Thursday afternoon
Mrs. J. C. Cummings of Paris Uill wai
'he guest of Mrs. Wirt Stanley a few
days last week.

Mrs. Percy Rankin of Wells visited th<
family of her father, A. W. Walker, a
few days last week.

Barnes anil Mies Helen
Locke's Mills for the
tirst of last week for a few day·.
Mrs. T. S.

Barnes

were

at

The ladies of the Congregational Socia
Circle will serve their December suppei
Suppei
next Thursday, December 10.
at 0:40.
The stores are all taking on a verj
Here't
Christmas like
appearance.
hoping the weather and traveling will bt
favorable for business.
The genera! committee of the Good
Cheer society on the 190t» fair will meet
with M re. A. L. Holmes Tuesday even
ing of this week at 7:30 P. M.

In more than one home in South Parif
the garden on thai
first day of lleoem
ber last Tuesday have been used foi

pansies picked from
phenomenally mild

decorations.

Register of Probate Albert D. Pari
and Hon. James S. Wright were at Frye
burg last Tuesday to attend the Decern
ber term of Probate Court at that place
Walker, Ernest J. Reo»n
Bryant were at Bridgtoi
Thursday evening to attend the meetini
of Oriental Chapter, R A. M., of tha
Percy M.
and W E.

place.

The inspection of Joshua L Chamber
lain Camp, S of V., by Division Com
mander W. Herbert McCann was no
held last Tuesday evening as expected
but Commander McCann will be here οι
the 17th inst. instead.

A. W Hodgkins, of the firm of Rob
bins A Hodgkins, has gone to Bridgtoi
to run a picture show in connection wit!
those run by the firm at the Bijou anc
The Bijoi
at the Norway Opera House.
is in charge of Mr. C. H. Kinney.

O. G. Pratt, having sold his farm, th<
G. C. Pratt place, will sell a* auc
tion at that place, on Wednesday of thii
week, two cows, heifer, colt, ehoats
harnesses, wagons, tools, furniture, an<
so on, a partial list of the things to b<
sold being given on the bills. Sale be
nine at 10 n'clnrb
and a lunch will b<

Capt.

served at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Russell wiil retun
this week to Leeds Center, where the'
will be this winter. They expect ti
come back to South Paris in tbe sprint
Mr. Russell bas built tw.
to remain.
six-room bonnes this fall for rent, on hi:
land off Western Avenue, the tiret ο
which is already occupied, and the othei
is just at the point of completion.

Benjamin P. Cook Killed by Accident.

Hall of East Oxford,
fatally injured on Saturday, Not. 28,
by being thrown from a load of brush
which he was hauling to the house to be
and Mrs. John P.
was

The Woman's Missionary Society will used for
banking. The wagon hit a
meet at the Baptist parsonage Tuesday stone,
throwing Mr. Cook from the load,
of this week at 3 o'clock.
and in the fall his head struck a stone.
was
After
a ten days' shut-down, the •The stone which his head struck
fracture
Mason Manufacturing
Co.'s
factory pointed, and made a very small
of the skull. He died some hours later.
again started up Monday morning.
Mr. Cook was 76 years of age. He
A party of Oxford hunters went had suffered two paralytic shocks, from
through here Friday on their return which he had not entirely recovered. He
home with three deer in their wagon.
was born at Cook's Mills in Caaco, where
The Indies' Aid of the Methodist he had made bis home until withio h
few
years, and there his remains were
church will serve a supper Thursday,
Dec. 17, which has been postponed. taken for burial. He leaves two brothers
but no Wife or children.
A tiue programme is in preparation.

CHCBOHKS.

Miss Helen Barnes is
i>resent week in Portland.

her moth-

Master Wendell Howe of Livermore
returned last week after a few days
visit with relatives here.

TKCNK RAILWAY.

Commencing

visiting

The Universalist Sunday School will Thanksgiving for Young Albanians.
h.»ve a Christmas coucert in the church
West Sumneb, Dec. 3.
The following extract from a letter
Sunday evening, Dec. 20. Christmas
evenGoo,1
Hall
tree in
Chew
from N'atiek, Mass., written by Mrs. May
Thursday
ing Dec. 24, with the usual preliminary Chandler Pulsifer and published by the
kindness of Mrs. R. A. Chandler, may
arrangements.

be of interest to readers of the Demog
Morse will attend the Massa^
It shows how Mrs. Pulsifer is
crat.
chusetts State Grange at Worcester this
for the good of our country.
week. He also has two or three other laboring
She is the daughter of Wallace Chandler,
engagement»» to read at places m that
and formerly resided here. She write*
vicinity. Next week be will be in at- as follows:
tendance at both the New Hampshire
and Maine State Granges.
Thanksgiving Day we invited six I
From a temperature well up in the
men who are from across the sea,
sixties Tuesday to several degrees below young
and all far from home and friends. They
zero Sunday morniug is a changethat ro
are from Turkey in Europe.
They are
mind* us that our remarkably tine tall
from IS to 20 years of age, and find emAs long
is over, and winter is with us.
ployment in shoe shops. We also invited
»s we are not to have those heavy rain
Miss Howe, who is their Sunday School
storms which everybody wants to
teacher.
They are lovely boys, nice
the ground with water, it is some satisand very intelligent and likeable,
faction to see winter beginning in goodj looking
all anxious to become the best American
shape.
citizens. I like to invite those to a time
The Paris Trust Co. opened for busi like that who are away from home in a
It has foreign country and wit.iout friends. It
ness as announced last Tuesday.
done a very good business in its nrst was a great day for them. It was their
week, aud the prospect is excellent for tlrst Thanksgiving dinner. It was worth
the prosperity of this institution, wbich all the work to see their happy faces.
H lis a want so long felt here. While the
I wish you could have seen the table. !
people have been as well served as couid It looked very pretty. In the center of |
be bv banks not in town, the greater the table was a large bouquet of red and
convenience of having a bank right a ( white pinks tastefully arranged with
hand is fully appreciated.
fern leaves in a tall vase, at the base of I
which were placed nine little American
P.
of
E.
the
Hathaway
Principal
dags, and from the flags streamers of red
way High School and Mrs. Hathaway 1 aud black ribbon were run to each
plate.
entertained the senior class and the
At the eud of ribbons each guest found I
assistant teachers in the school, at their
a name, so that each one knew the place
home h« re Friday evening. There were
that had been assigned to him. In the
tifteen seniors and three assistant teach-1
corner of every card were American and
ers present.
The evening was pleasantAlbanian flags done in water colors by
ly speut in playing progressive angling,
Miss Howe. Albania in Turkey is their
» beau race, and various
other
native land and red and black are their
The
and refreshments were served.
national colors.
Draped over folding
party returned home a little after
doors from dining room to parlor were
•'clock.
flags.
large American and Albanian
The Euterpean Club will meet this When we sat down to the table each one |
Afternoon with Mrs. Nellie Brickett pulled on his or her ribbon and secured
Opera to be studied, Mignon. Pro-| one of the little American flage which
were for souvenirs of the occasion.
gramme:
The menu consisted of:
Roll Call. Current Musical Events.
Kssay—'Thomas·, )
Koaet Turkey.
Miss Barnes.
storv of the Opera, \
Maebed potatoes
Squash.
Overture-IMano (4
Cranberry Jelly.
Mr, Brtwc.. Steamed onions.
Celery.
oaIa

J

j
j

Nor-1

]

|

|

ηϊϊίι *ofe

J»VKT

»
Ά
Piano

II.

Leach
Mrs. Agnce Morton
Mrs. Lu Smiley.

Ice

Wheeter'

Solo'

creani.

Ν uti.

MACDOWELL.

Mw

Fruit Salad.

Mlw Jackson.
Schaberts. |

White

In New York

on

Grspee.
the

)

KSl Karrar^

|

|

c0?fu*ef'nIJ

the]

[

A Card to the Public.

South

village

Monday

Christmas. Paris
after
Hill, North
The Good Cheer supper and entertaii μ
West Paris, Biscoe and Portor
ment of Tuesday evening had a good a [.ι Paris,
Silst. Tuell, King, Forbes, Parttendance for both table and stage po f. Dec.
Tbe Kifchi □ I ridge, Tubbs, Elm Hill, Hollow, Dec.
tions of the programme.
14th. It is hoped to unit*) the Mountain
Orchestra, composed of ladies in aj y !
the King and the Whitte>_ school with
and
pn
ccstume,
apparently
propriate
kitch* n more with the Pari· Hill, provided suitvarious
from
music
sweet
ducing
able arrangements for transportation
dishes and Implements, made a hit an 1
can be made.
«ave good entertainment. The fare ,t
"Don t Judge by Appearances," alt
MEDICINE THAT IS MEDICINE,
took well, aod tbe eveaiug wound c
have suffered a good deal with ma"I
!
with a sociable, in which the barn h< ρ
laria and stomach complainte, but I
was limited to two numbers.
bave now found a remedy that keeps me
A very successful sale was held by tl ίο well, and that remedy is Electric Bitters:
Indies Aid of the Baptist church at ti m a medicine that is medicine for stomach
and liver trouble», and for ran down
vestry Tbur»day afternoon and ovenini ;
of
Arranged about the room were han I- c «editions." says W. C. Kiestler,
Electric Bitters purify
aomely decorated booths at which r n- Halliday, Ark.
the
•pectively there were sold vegetable s, and enrich the blood, tone up tc
food, ice cream, home made cand y, nerves, and impart vigor and energy
weak. Your money will be refunded
•prone, and fancy articles, while tl >e the
50c at F. A.
Christian Endeavor Society occupied a if it fails to help you.
Oooth at oue eud of the room where a Sburtleff A Co.'· drug store.
variety of things were on sale. In tl te
Good trade in a heavy second-hand
evening the Swastika Orchestra playe J.
at the Tucker Har
Patronage was good, and the ânancl al single work haruesa
uess Store.
weulU were aatiafacturj.

°|

very bright.
It is one of the chapel customs to have
special music during the services on
each Wednesday morning. The music
last Wednesday consisted of a very fine
violin solo given by Miss Eldridge of
Michigan who is at present visiting Dean
and Mrs Uurd.
Thé Hon. Bert M. Fernald, Governorelect of Maine, gave a brief address to
the student body in the Chapel during
the regular Chapel exercises on Tuesday
morning, Dec. 1st. A meeting of the
trustees of the U. of M. was alsu held at
the college on the same day.
As a token of respect for James S.
A Id rich, '12, of Little Falls, Ν. Y., who
was the victim of the sad
drowning accident that occurred during the Thanksgiving recess, the student body rose at
the end of Chapel exercises Tuesday
morning and stood for a few momeuts
with bowed heads.
The following is a list of the speakers
who took part in the sophomore prize
declamations Friday evening, Dec, 4th:
B. O. Warren. Fryeburg, Me., The Ethics of
the Press.
R. B. Pond. Bangor, Selection from the play
"If I Were King."
3. Walte, Portland, Gunga Din.
F. K. Southard, Lewleton, At the Tomb of
Napoleon.
H G. Wood, Hallowell. Settling of the Mort

5?

Dr. Parkhurst on a Nuisance.

The members of the Parkhurst Madison

Square congregation—an audience,

in fact, which crowded the church to its
capacity—were considerably astonished
Sunday morning when they read the
following paragraphs on the announcement cards, which, in order that no one
might miss observing, Dr. Parkhurst
himself read aloud from the pulpit in
his most audible voice: "The following
admonition is prompted not by the sense
of the general fitness of things, but by
very determined complaints made by
members of this congregation. It is
not so absolutely essential perhaps to
the success of a sanctuary service that
there be an unobstructed view between
the pew and the chancel as it is to the
success of a theatrical or operatic performance that there be an unobstructed
view between the boxes and the stage;
but in the former case, as In the latter,
seats are arranged with the intention of
affording to their occupants an unhindered outlook upon the platform and any
lady who decorates herself in a way to
defeat that intention commits theft upon
the rights of those seated behind her—a
theft not tolerated in the theatre, and a
theft which
Christian consideration
ought to render impossible in the sanc-

tuary."

About the State.

BAIN OB

I shall sell at

Church,

Eev.

8.

β.

sen-Ice on Sunday at 10 JO
P^m,
School, 12:00; T. P.O. U. meet-

at

NICE SUIT CASE OR BAÛ.

th<

I have a large line in for the Holidays and I would like to show
them to you. Perhaps it is a fur robe or a sleigh heater that you
would like for a gift, if so don't fail to see mine.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΙΟΛΜΙΤ"

o'clock, A. M.

ίο

following property : a cows
earling heifer, r last spring colt,
The

Onus Pipit

lide yoke, ice saw, cross cut sav
nd other things too numerous t<

Once in each year

nention.

O. G. PRATT.
D. PARK, Auctioneer, S. Paris

Bankrupt's

Petition for

better look them

>

complete.

Discharge.

the matter of
FRANK W.

They

The
make.

|

Port-|

Suspenders.

couise we

have

a

holiday suspenders

new

stock

Each in

an

individual box.

House Coats
general rse. They
gift to give any
man. We make a grand showing,
blue, gray, etc., $5.
have

50c.

Caps.

into

come

are a

welcome

make

a

Bath Robes

season's

gift.

useful

and

appreciated

We have full stocks of these

garments, $5 aad $6.

$4.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

!

COATS

AND

-

-

SUITS
______

151.

Marked Down

c

Open for Business Tuesday,
December ist,

1908.

directorate of this BANK is made up of men promin business, professional and public life,
whose financial experience, combined with our CAPITAL
LIABILITY ot
STOCK and STOCKHOLDERS'

THE inent

depositors.

$100,000.00,

WE

Norway, Maine.

appreciation

corporations,

Check Books Free to Customers.

|

neckwear is

hoSiday

South Paris, Maine.

ί

very I

pleasant assembly at their hall Tuesday II
Music by Steams' Orchestra.
£. C. Cummings and wife of Bemisl
are stopping with Stephen B. Cummings!
for a few days. Mr. and Mrs. Cummings I
spend most of their time with the firm's
business at Bemis. He is now assisting
the brothers in the annual stock taking. I
Mark Wetzler, for many years a resi-1
dent of Norway, died at his Main Street I
home Friday, Nov. 27th, after a long I
sickness. He was born in Germany, April I
6th, 1833, the son of Joseph and Ida!

new

ONE PRICE CLOThIEK,

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 '3-3-3->3-3-3-3-3-3fc

evening.

for your

ROGERS C.SUMNER.
Greene, Maine, (R. F. D.) Nov. So, 1908.

|

a

things

Η. Β. FOSTER,

Supreme Judicial Court. |
South Part*, Maine, December 5, 190S.
Bv order of Hon. George K. Bird, Justice ol
d<f court, presiding at the October Term, 1&£
ie Grand and Traverse Jurors now drawn are
at required to be In attendance In court at Parti
u the 16th day of December, next, nor will they
s required to attend at any other time unlesi
ieclallv ordered to do so before the March
erm, 1909.
The Grand Jurors will bo In attendance tt sal·!
arch Term, without special summons, but new
for thai
π verse Jurors will be summoned
rm of the court.
F.
WHITMAN.
CHAULES
Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court.

j

of

fancy colors,
Men's Alaska seal

Clerk's Office. J

Whereas, my wife, Mille Louise Sumner, hai
ft iny bed and board wlthouth a just cause,
shall pay no more bills of her contracting, ant)
lall claim none of her wages, after this date

Of

Black and

MAINE,

NOTICE.

to

of this

newest

50c and $1.
and muskrat caps,

witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judg<
f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
.nd, In said District, on the 5th day of Dec
D. 1908.
JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
Tl. b.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: J\ME3K. HEWEY, Clerk

j
report!

10c

Winter

In the Oxford Derio
rat, a newspaper printed In said District, ai.<
lat all known creditors, and other persons li
îterest, may appear at the «aid time and place
nd show cause, If any they hare, why thi
rayer of said petitioner should not be grante l.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Tha
ie Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
ors copies of said petition and this order, ad
ressed to them at their p'aces of resilience ai

a|

Fur lined

handkerchiefs,

published

OXFORD, 88.

happy

ful of enticing patterns The new
shapes are very neat, 25c and 50c.

Handkerchiefs.

Maine, ss.
day of (>ec., A. D. 1908, on rcadlni
ie foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha>
A. I)
pon the same on the 2 It h day of Dec..,
Μβ, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
rtct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that no

OF

time of

Neckwear.

Here are the kinds the men
like. White, red, blue and fancy,
Initial
White, loc to 50c.
5c.

or

STATE

few

a

The

com-

$1.50.
gloves,
castor gloves, $2 and $3.

On this St h

a|

a

while the assortment is full and

mention

Wool lined dress

50c to

Order of Notice Thereon.

will and testament of

always full of

are

$1 and $1.50.

Wherefore he prays, That he may lie decree*
al
y the Court to nave a full discharge froin
ebts provable against his estate under sat<
ankruptcv Acts, except such debts as are ex
opted by law from such discharge.A. D. 1908.
Dated this 2nd day of Deceml>er,
FRANK W NOTES, Bankrupt.

thereof be

we

fort and make desirable gifts Unlined cape and castor gloves, 50c
to $1.50. Silk lined dress gloves,

uptcy.

ce

over now

Below

Why not Gloves?

of Maine:
7RANK W. NOYES, of Norway, In the Cour
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In sali
Metrtct, respectfully represent» that on the lot]
ay of Oct., last pant, he was duly a<tjudgc<
ankrupt under the Acta of Confess relating t·
Unkruptcy; that he has duly surrendered al
Is property and rights of property, and has full;
umplled with all tne requirements of said Art
nd of the orders of Court touching his bank

iihtrtct

It's

Christmae.

consideration.

)
NOTES,
} In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )
'o the Πον. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dli
trfct Court of the United Bute· for the Dlitrir
η

comes

thoughts, of pleasant memories. It's a time of giving and
receiving gifts. It may be hard to decide what to give,
but if it's a gift for a man or boy you'll be likely to find it
here. This clothing store is full of new things. You had

Noon

Launoli at

EUGENE A. BARKER, late of Rumford,
The ladies of the Uuiversalist society
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
were very successful in getting out
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
large advertising sheet with programme demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleof their fair. Postmaster Akers did thel are desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto »re requested to
work with advertisers on the street in
make nayment Immediately
! Dec. 1st, 1908.
JULIA Κ. BARKER.
most satisfactory manner.
Thomas Smiley was at his Norway I
NOTICE.
store during the week arranging for the I
Christmas trade.
j In the District Court of the United States for
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
the
of
District
the
was
Israel Klain of Athol, Mass.,
the matter of
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mor- In JOHN H. RAYMOND, ) In Bankruptcy.
}
ris Klain, during the past week. Mr. I
of Upton, Bankrupt. )
Israel Klain is engaged in the clothing
To the creditors of John H. Raymond, In
| the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
business.
Rev. B. S. Rideout, a member of the I Notice fa hereby given that on the 5th day of
Dec., A. D. 1908, the said John H. Raymond
board of trustees, attended the Maine! was
duly Adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tlrst
in
Portland
Missionary Society meeting
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Friday.
Paris, on the 23rd day of Dec., A. D. 1908, at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Q. Adams
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
a most pleasant visit with friends and I said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
relatives in Andover.
transact such other business as may properly
Work at the shoe factory of B. F. come before said
meeting.
Spinney & Co. is much improved and I South Paris, Dec. 5,1908.
WALTER L. GRAY,
the factory is now running on full time. I
Referee In Bankruptcy*
It is reported that the outlook for a big
season's work has never been better!
tban at this time.
J
George Webber of this place pleaded I
I
in
intoxication
for
to
a
complaint
guilty
the Municipal Court Saturday and was I
lined $T> and costs and in default of payment of same was committed to Paris!
jail for thirty days.
Abbie Bill of Stoneham, for mauy I
W. W. Whit-1
years with Mr. and Mrs.
marsh at the Elm Qouee, has returned
to resume her work at the hotel under I

the direction of the new landlord.
Oxford Castle, K. G. Κ., held

TVorwny, Maine.

βΧ Main flit.·

<

double harness, singlt
hoats,
larnees, set a-horse sleds, a-horsi
vagon, disk harrow, and other fara
ools, cream tank, 3 stoves, 2 churns
»utter worker, sewing machine, cup
»oards, extension table, bedsteads
set

I

j

at

Paris

Dec. 9,

Wednesday,

Hot Oyster Stew

purchased.

public auction
place, South

>apt. G. C. Pratt

Davie, surgeon. No one who takes Dr. King1·
New Life Pill· ia ever subjected to this
frightful ordeal. They work so quietly
ing,
Methodist Chureh, Eev. C. A.'Brooks, Pastor. ynn don't feel them. They cure constiand
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, pation,
headache, biliousness
12.1)0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.-00 P.M., malaria. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s
prarer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Friday evening. Epworth League, 8onday drug store.
evening, IMP. M.
Baptist Church, Bev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Born.
10Λ)A.M.; Sabbith School,
Pre^Mjigservie·.
Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
iî'^OMv
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.
In 8outh Parla, Dec. 3, to the wife of Herman
STATU) MtKTINUS.
Record, ft son.
In Greenwood, Nov. 29, to the wife of George
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or C- Cole, ft daughter.
In East Waterford, Nov. 27, to the wife of
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evonlng, on or Charles W. Gammon, a eon.
In Maeon, Nov. 26, to the wife of Archie Hutchbefore full moon. Oxford Council, B.A8.M.J
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, inson, a son.
In South Parla, Nov. 27, to the wife of Ralph
No. l, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evonlng after
3. Kills, a son.
full moon.
In North Waterford, Nov. 27, to the wife of
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
'3 O·™ Fellows' HsH, every Tuesday Evening. Chas. A. Hersev, a son.
In Norway, Nov. 28, to the wife of John K.
wtUley Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Had, second and fourth Friday Even- Chafe, a son.
In Mexico, Nov. 20, to the wife of Michael
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekab Lodge,
No. 5a, meets on first and third Friday of each lonta, a daughter.
In Dlxlleld Center, Nov. 26, to the wife of Dell
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block Adams, a son.
every Tnursday Evening. tJ. B., A. O. Noyes
U.vision, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. S., Fécond
Married.
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Ilall.
In Boston, Nov. 28, Mr. Howard Chandler and
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In Miss Jean
Agnes Mulholland, both of Oxford.
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
In West Paris, Dcc. 5, bv Rev. Isabella 8. Mncof each month.
Mr.
ftowe and Miss Ida May Aldrich,
duff,
Lynn
W. R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- both of West Paris.
In Hartford, Nov. 15, Mr. Alfred Corliss and
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets lu Mrs. Ella J. Robots.
New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and thirl WedIn Gorham, Ν. H„ Nov 12, by Hev. W. Β Macevenings of each month.
nesday
Maeter, Mr. John Forcler ami Miss Bertha A.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and 8outh Paris Council,
both of Hartford.
Spauldlng,
Hall
j
A.
R.
Tuesday
at
G.
No. 10, meets
every
Jn Waterford, Mr. J I.Spofford of Northwest
evening.
I'.cthel ami Mrs. Alice Cole of Waterford.
U.O. p. F.—Kim Tree Colony, No. 19H, meets
In Boston, Muss., Oct. 31. by Charles A. Pevhi,
sc-ond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Feq., Mr. Wlldam A.Tuell of West Paris and
month.
Mies Marlon
Page of I.ewlston.
No.
247.
G.
U. O.
C.—Norway Coramandery,
In Berlin, Ν. H., Dec. 1, Mr. Olney Burgess
m ets socond and fourth Thursday evenings of (fnd Miss l.ucrrtla
Henry, both of Andover.
ea-h month
In Rumford, Dec. 1, by Rev. J. G. Fisher, Mr.
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Rye:, William li. Reed of Rumford and MUs Vera L.
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
Lurvey of Mexico.
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to
September.
Died.
Stated Convocation of Oxford Royal
Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held at MaIn East Oxford, Nov. 28, Benjamin F. Cook,
sonic Hall Wednesday evening. The
aged 76 years.
Masonic trustees have placed a new
In West Fryeburg, Nov. 25, Mrs. Susan Frye
room heater in the hall which does most Bsl'ard, aged 9» years.
In Norway, Nov. 27, Mark Wetzlor, aged 75
excellent work.
years.
The December term of the Norway
In Hartford, Nov. 30, Mrs. II. M. (Bunker)
Municipal Court was held at the office of Gleason.
W. F. Jones, judge, on Tuesday morn-1
in?. Some new entries of cases and a
few old ones adjusted in various ways.
The court hears no cases on the first day I
of the term but by agreement at a later I
Served at all hours.
date.
from
the
moved
WENTWORTH HOUSE,
The timber is being
Weston Frost homestead place in Sod- 49tf
South Paris.
Κ. K. Morrill with teams is land-1
om.
I
It
is
river
bank.
the
on
the
timber
fog
NOTICE.
understood that David Flood or bis son I The subscriber
hereby gives notice thai she
will live on the farm which they bave has been duly appointed executrix of the last
Unlversallst
Putor
A. M. Sabbath
7 Λ0 P. M.

SHINE.

The second thin ice fatality in Maine
for the season occurred at Sanford Friday, when Lucien Terrault, Jr., 19 years Wetzler. He made his home in Harri-1
of age, broke through and was drowned. eon, Me., for some years and later in I
will furnish absolute safety to
He married Ellen Woodsum
E. P. Mayo of Waterville, one of the California.
Oct. 4, 1805. His only daughter, Mrs.
jail inspectors in Maine, has severely
SOLICIT the patronage of business men, farmers,
Thurston, resides in the city of I
criticised the construction of the wo- Henry
of
Rev. C. A. Brooke conducted I
and our
firms and
man's apartment in Auburn jail in lan- Portland.
the funeral services at the late residence
"it
that
than
to
small
no
less
the
say
strong
guage
such will be shown by our willingness to serve
Interment at Harriis a tire trap." In case of fire the lives I Sunday morning.
I
inn
with the same courtesy and promptness as the
and
be
in
would
depositor
the
of
hold
its
will
Circle
Ladies'
danger
The
prisoners
an-1
Dr. and lire. Charles Cragin of Portaual fair in the Norway Universal ist with so much wood work to burn, the
large.
land were the guests of Dr. Cragin's
vestry, (Concert Hall), Dec. 9 and 10. Are would spread rapidly besides being mother and sister Thanksgiving. The
The fair will open Wednesday at 2 P. M., exceedingly difficult to handle.
doctor visited his Norway friends before
Dec. 9, continuing through the afterA. J. Curtis and wife of Monroe have his return.
noon and evening and Thursday aftera cook stove that has been in constant
Rev. Felix Powell, the Italian preachnoon, closing with a chicken-pie supper use for 43
years. The only repairs it er who lectured in this village some
Thursday from 6:îi0 to 8 P. M. Thurs- has had in all that time is one back, and
days ago on "From the Ditch to the
day evening at S p. m. one of the best that Mr. Curtis made himself out of Pulpit1' at the Methodist church, will
entertainments of the season will be
wrought iron. Mrs. Curtis says it is all again lecture at that church on Wednesgiven at the Norway Opera House under right now and bakes as well as it ever
day evening, Dec. 9, on "Sunny Side."
the direction of Mrs. B. F. Bradbury. did. Mr. Curtis
says there has been He is a moat pleasing speaker and the
Papers, Policies, Deeds, Mortgages, Wills
on-1
has
been
merit
Talent of especial
over a thousand dollars' worth of wood attendance will be large as all were
There
valuable documents and articles of value,
other
and
gaged at considerable expense.
burned in it.
greatly pleased with hie former lecture
will be a ladies' quartette of local talent.
in our SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES to
L. Sanborn was with hie famibe
Àlbert
should
Solos and duets will be sung by Mr. All
Right with These Exceptions. ly the last part of the week. Mr. SanCall or write and get
safe
insure
Howard K. Stevens, baritone, and Miss I
born, formerly in trade in the Tubbs
Martha P. Β Hawes, contralto, of
now on the road.
is
store,
land. Mr. Karl Tower will be pianist. PitESIDENT HALL FINDS FAULT WITH
George Davis has for several days
An exceptionally fine reader bas been
OUK PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
been driving the Harrison stage while
secured in Mrs. T. L. Marble of Gorham,
Frank Eastman enjoyed a few days'
Ν. H.
Hall of Clark vacation with his Paris people.
President
G.
Stanley
will
be
the
Features of the fair
happy
The ladies of the Congregationalist
in an address at Chicago
Block.
illustrations of famous books and pict-1 University,
South Paris, Maine.
Market
characterized the society have held a most successful fair
Thursday
night,
the
world's
of
art
The
ures.
gallery
The
church
Chrysanthethe
at
as
vestry.
American public school system
being
great paintings will be worth a vUit.
««Λ
inefficient and unprogressive. He de- mum Carnival, The Chating Dish Social,
V V *!
Every booth will illustrate some popular! clared that 151 school
entertainment
a
year were the sale and finally the
days
book. Some of the titles are, Sunbonnet
chickennot enough. More than 0,000,000 chil- preceded by a most satisfying
Babies and Blue Overall Boye, Past and
dren between the ages of θ and 17 years pie supper was all that could be expectPresent, Snow Bound, Mother Goose, I
He ed. The entertainment programme was:
were not enrolled in school at all.
SEE MY NEW LINE OF
From Hand to Mouth, To Have and to
in which
declared that the schools were suffering Farce, Mrs. Sniggles' Family,
Hold, White Aprons, Hidden Treasures, from
Florence
Hideout,
feminization; that the teachers Myrtle Blackwood,
Vanity Fair, Great Expectations, Miss I
Grace Tbibodeau,
were poorly trained and insufficiently Josephine Stearns,
Petticoats, A Terrible Temptation, Old [
that text books were getting Marion Smith, Mildred Holmes, Maude
paid;
Curiosity Shop.
Barker
that children are not taught pure Pike, Will Home and Genevieve
The chaiimen of committees are as| worse;
a duet by
English; that there is too much legisla- were the actors. There was
follows:
tion regarding education and that the Lona Noble and Will Home, songs by
Booths— Mr. George I. Cummlngs
Beseie
moral side of education is almost wholly Doris Shepard, Anna Brooke,
Fancy Table—Mrs. Clara Drake.
Also a complete assortment of the
Chase, Helen Akers, Celia Abbott and a
Varletv—Mrs. Emma Mann.
neglected.
with
Clarence
Canned Fruit—Mr·*.
readings by
Downing.
solo by Miss Noble,
Ice Cream—Mrs. George L Curtis.
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes and Mrs. HerYouth's Companion Calendar.
Food—Mrs. George Hathaway.
man L. Bartlett.
1'nderwear— Mrs. Alice Oxnard.
"In Grandmother's Garden" is the
Candv—Mrs. A. L. Cook.
Frank A. Taylor has returned from
title o,f the beautiful picture painted by
Children's—Mrs Everett BIckncH.
to Frank Briggs' on Cottage
Portland
Ilamlkerchlef—Mrs G race Starblrtl.
Charles C. Curran for The Youth's ComStreet. Mr. Taylor has been in the hosis most attractive.
Entertainment—Mrs. R. F. Bradbury.
Our fall and winter line of
is
It
for
1000.
Calendar
panel
panion
Refreshments— Mr·. June Hutchlns.
most of the summer. While he is
on the finest finished stock, by pital
A.
S.
Saw
n
printed
Aprons—Mrs
somewhat improved in health he ie by
Dolls a η· I Toys—Mis· Clara Hathaway auJ j the most rccent methods of lithography.
He will be under a
no means well.
Mis* Pearl Cook.
All the strength and beauty of the origFive-Cent Table—Mrs. C. F. Rltllon.
care and it is hoped he will
are faithfully shown em- physician's
inal
painting
Annie
Beck.
Supper—Mrs.
MAINE.
recover his health rapidly.
SOUTH PARIS,
ploying thirteen separate colore. This
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Swan drove to East
Seats for the concert on sale at Stone's | is the
Calendar that The Comlargest
and
Mrs.
Mr.
visited
and
drug store, on and after Monday, Dec. 7. panion has ever issued, the picture alone Bethel Friday
J. H. Swan.
All seats reserved—first come, first servmeasuring 8 inches in width and 24
B. F. Spinney & Co. made a shipment
ed. The programme of the concert is as inches in
Below the picture
length.
to
New South Wales. Alfollows:
Great of shoes
are arranged the twelve months.
time for them
1. The Miller's Wooing,
Fantng care has been taken to make the date though it will take a long
Quartette.
to reach the consignee it ie expected
Goodwin figures legible, and to insure a practical
i. The King's Pardon,
that the style will in no way change.
Mrs. Marble.
and useful, as well as an artistic, CalenThe exhibition of the International
Leoncavallo dar. The Calendar is
Prologue, (Pairllacc!)
to all thoce
given
Mr. Steven·.
Correspondence Schools at Hobbs' Varied'Hardelot who pay their subscriptions to The
hid
a
Love,
My
[1
ty Store is very attractive.
Lahmn η Companion for 1000.
t> ( The Cuckoo,
Mrs. W. F. Jones and daughters CathBeach
c \ The Years at the -Spring,
Miss Μ η we*.
erine and May returned from their visit
DEATH.
FOR
MARKED
Leacock
My Financial Cares.
in Boston Saturday.
Mrs Marble.
"Three years ago I was marked for ι
The ladies of the Universalist society
a
M ic Do well
Water LUy,
j
A grave-yard cough was tearing will in the near future present the Con6 \ Humoreake,
Dvorak·: death.
Mr. Towur.
Doctors failed to cert of Nations, that has already been
my lungs to pieces.
|
Wlllefcy
Fairy Love Song,
help me, and hope had fled, when my given in various places in the state.
Mies Hawes.
Dr.
husband
Old English
• Γ When Dull Care,
King's New Discovery,"
got
Roland Mixer, son of Horace E. Mixer,
Old Scotch
Loch Lomond.
says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of Bac, Ky. picked up Frank H. Beck's bill roll and
Lohr
c ι A η Irish Courtship,
dose
me
and
first
"The
improve- carried it into W. C. Leavitt's store one
helped
Mr. Stevens.
ment kept on until I bad gained 58
Voice from a Far Country,
Anon
day last week. It was a large amount of
Mrs. Marble.
anc
that can be
pounds in weight and my health wan money but it was safe with Roland beYou will find at this mill the best
Thomas
10. Night Hymn at Sea,
fully restored." This medicine bold* cause be is an honest lad. Let as hope
Miss Hawes, Mr. Stevens.
for
fifteer
have
sold
I
that
of
flour
the world's bealiag reoord for coughs it would have been safe with any echool sold at market price. The same
and cold· and lung and throat disease*.
Als<
mill.
and feed kept in a
They Realize That Trees Grow.
boy or girl.
years, and all other kinds of
Sold under
Sweden's forestry report for last year It prevent· pneumonia.
for
Corn
and
Oats
working
of
Pure
together
own
at F. A. Shnrtlefl & Co.'κ
our
again furnishes proof now hardly nec- guarantee
£▼•17 Woman Will B· IaUrNted.
50c and 11.00.
Trial bot- .There has
store.
Call and see us.
recently been discovered an aro- horses.
essary for thinking men of the practical drug
called
tle
free.
for
woman's
herb
cure
Ills,
matic, pleasant
results of scientific treatment. The royMother Grav's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF. It Is
al commission that has charge of the
the only certain regulator. Cares female weakTHIS IS WORTH READING.
forests sold wood, lumber and other
nesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall 80 cts.
of
value
forest products to the
113,250,·
Leo F. Zelinski, of 68 Gibson S'
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Co.,
000, and yet accumulated timber re- Buffalo, Ν. Y., says: "I cured the mosi Sample
Le Roy, Ν. T.
sources by a growth of twice the amount
'annoying cold sore I ever had, witli
! of the standing timber felled. Sweden Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I applied tbit
When Rubbers Become Necessary
has but 207,500 acre· of forest land, but salve once a day for two days, wher And
your shoes pinch, A Uen's Foot-Ease, a powin one province alone there have been every trace of the sore was
der to be shaken Into the shoes, 1« just the thing !
Heali
gone.
Solo
on. Try It for Breaking In New Shoes
planted 5,842,000 trees, distributed over all sores. Sold under guarantee at F. A to
*
Everywhere, 35c. Sample FREE. Allen 8. Olm1,011 personal holding·.
Shurtleff & Co.'ι drag store.
lubttUuie.
Don't
Ν.
T.
accept oay
sted, Le Boy,

feet]

And by way of explanation let us say,
General committee of the Good Cbeei
we have a condition, not & theory, that
make arrangements for th<
s iciety to
The condition is this:
confront* us.
annual fair of 19U9:—Ruv. and Mrs. J
Owing to the very low water in the river,
Ε
Η.
Mrs.
H. Little. Mrs. C. A. Young,
the places whore we have formerly cut
Mr». A I)
< arter, Miss Grace Thayer
our ice are entirely worthless to us this
G
II.
Mrs
J.
Littlefield,
G.
Park, Mrs.
year for ice harvesting, and we must
Fletcher. Mrs. Lila S. Woodbury, Mrs
look elsewhere for our supply, and
J. S. Burbank, Mrs I. E. Andrews, Mrs
Norway Lake is the only available place.
A. L. Holmes. Mrs. H. M. Childs, Mrs This wdl necessitate an additional exI P. Ε vans.
pense in housing our ice, and to keep
the cost as low as possible we shall
Edgar Farrar of Manchester, V II
has been here for a few day» to see hi * adopt the cash system by selling coupon
Farrar, who is ill books representing 300 lbs. of ice. The
niece. Mis» LUI»
M18» Farrar recently underwent ai ice will then be delivered to the cusoperation for appendicitis, and since ha » to mers as desired; will give the customer
been subject to occasional touches of ·. a chance to economize; will insure us
kind of iuiotoess. I ο ono of tbene ehi s pay for our ice, and will allow us to sell
fell on the school room door and injure* I ice for the least price possible, which
It is not anticipated that tin » must be more than formerly under the
Iter spine.
conditions.
injury will be anything serious.
A. W Walker A Son.
received b'
Invitation» have been
South Paris, Dec. 7, 1ίΚ>8.
friends here to tbe wedding of Roy Η
Porter and Miss Bessie C. Ripley, at th
Annual Meeting of Pomona.
home of the laser's parent», Mr. an<
The annual meeting of Oxford Pomona
Mrs. a. C. Ripley, in Pawhu*ka, Okla
was held at Grange Hall, South
Both the young pec Grangelast
on the 21st inat.
Paris,
Tuesday, with a good attendpie have many friends here, Mr Portei ance. The fodowing officers were electj
in
Stat
the
Iowa
who is now a professor
ed and appointed, and were installed at
College, bavin* been born and reare< j the afternoon session by Past Master W.
here, and Mi»» Ripley havÎDg »pen t K. Hamlin of South Waterford:
much time here during tbe past te»
Master—C. S. Hamlin, SouthjWaterfonl.
year».
Overseer— R. H. Uatee, West Paris.
Lect irer— Mrs. Carrie A Robert.·», Norway.
The Seneca Club wa» entertained laa
Steward—Henry ·Μ1 sun, OtUfleld.
Assistant s^-wanl—J. H. Edwards, OtUBeld.
Monday evening by Mrs. Alton C. Wheel
Chaplain—Rev J. H Ltttl\ South Parle.
The programme included an easa
er.
Treasurer—Henry IV Hammond, Pari».
s
on 'he History of Jamestown by Mis
Secretary— Mn. 9. E. Jackson, South Parle.
li. Κ -VV. A. Bartlctt, Hel>ron.
Gray, an account of tbe Jamestow 1
Pomona—Mrs C. S. Ham'to, South Waterford.
1
an
A.
II.
Mrs.
Mortou,
exposition by
Ceres—Mrs. Κ. II. (jate*, Weet Paris.
an essay on the Johnstown flood by Mr»
Klora—Mrs. Henry .Mllnon, Ott*t1eld.
L. A. S—Mrs. Ella Meserve, OUedeld
W. P. Morton, benides current eveut» b >'
the member» aud a vocal duet bv Mri
11. U. Cole Appointed Jailer.
Wilson and Miss Tbaver. Dainty r*
Wilbur L. Parrar, who is completing
freeh ments were served. Most of tb p
member» of the club and three guest s his fourth year as jailer, two of them
were present.
; under Sheriff 1). G Mclntire, and the
other two under Sheriff Hiram K. Hubbirtl
On the occasion of ber eightieth
bard, will retire from that position Jan.
i
Forbei
day last Wednesday Mrs. A. T.
1st, and move into the house which he
;
{
receive
Porter
Street,
on
at her home
purchased of C. Preeland Pens ! recently
numerous call» and letters from relativt
: ley on High Stroet.
Harry D. Cole of
and friends, to congratulate her on arrii
Bryant's Pond, who has been deputy
al at fourscore in good health and vigo
sheriff at that place for the past two
and with unimpaired faculties. Eight
years, has been given the position of
pinks came from one source, aud severs I jailer by Sheriff Hubbard, and will move
other tributes of Qowers from other
here and take charge of the jail on the
besides a birthday cake, a collection I 1 lirst of
January.
eighty quotation cards, and numeroi
aod various remeir brances of the occ, l~
Schools Begin.
sion from other friends.
schools
Paris

At a recent meetirg of the Basket Ball
men who played on the 'varsity team
last year Prank Wadsworth, '10, of S*nford, Me., was elected captain of the
team for the coming season by a unanimous vote.
The θ ret practice was held
Thursday evening, Dec. 3d. There were
about forty men out for the first practice.
It is said on good authority that there is
oome
very promising material in the
Freshman class and the prospects for
another successful team this year are

Way South.

The

aSffifW*·β.

ing.

A. Wakellold, Lisbon, Laeca.
F. L. Chenery, Jr., Wayne, Against Flogging
Cake. J In the Navy.
M. R. Sumner, South Parle, Selection from the
Black coffee. Morality Play "Everyman."
The prize was awarded to Mr. Wood.

Nkw Yobk, Nov. 30, 1903.
Editor Democrat.
The annual meeting of Riverside ('emWe are booked for the "Sunny South,"
eterv Association was held at the office | and
expect to leave Wednesday, Dec. 2.
of Wright A Wheeler Saturday after- Please have the Democrat sent to Or-1
were
noon, and the old officers
re-1 lando, Florida, as it would be lonesome
elected, as follows:
could we not hear from John, to say
nothing of Ellie and Pottle.—During
James S. Wright, |
our stay here of seven weeks have had
N
almost all kinds of weather, much of the I
W**
During the past yeai the receiving tomb time 10 to 15 degrees warmer, ou the
has been rebuilt with cement blocks at average, than for thirty-three years.
an expense of about $270, and the ex- Have had slight fall of snow. Last week,
was "very unusual,"
pense of care of the cemetery has been as they say South,
considerably larger than usual, on fog so dense as almost to tie up all shipNevertheless ping. One steamer sunk and four lives
account of the drouth.
Vessels full of passengers obliged
th« fund has been increased by over lost.
«.'.no and now amounts to ÇOiOfiO*-, be- to anchor in the narrows for three days
sides which there are a few charges for before they could come up.
New York changes so fast that I can
jhe care of lots for the past year which
are overdue but not yet paid.
hardly keep up to the times, being here
but a few weeks spring and fall. I visitRev. A S. Biebee, representing the I ed Wall Street last
week, and it does not
Anti-Saloon
League, spoke at the| seem possible that it is the same place
Methodist church Sunday evening at where I
spent most of my time for over
7::>0, the meeting being a union meeting thirty years.
of the four Sunday Schools. Mr. Bisbee
But that is not as wonderful as the
is a well known temperance worker |
subways and tunnels. Starring from
along the lines of both moral and >ega City Hall station, you go underground
suasion, but in his remarks lie devoted for seven miles and then you And yourmost of his time to the legal aspect ol | self on an elevated road some 100 feet in
the matter. He said that be was
the air, and in a few minutes you plunge
favor of that form of law which would into earth
again, and after a ride of
most effectually minimize the evils of
| some two miles you are over 100 feet bethe liquor traffic, and after
I low the surface.
all forms of control, he had decided that
At 50 Broadway a 43-story building is I
the best was a prohibitory law. such as to be
erected, six stories below
that in which Maine leads. One by one street level.
he took up the objections and arguments |
To offset that we have the tower of I
urcedby the opponents of prohibition, the Manhattan Life, which is 700
and refuted them all. There was a good above the street level.
audience, the church being tilled, I ne
We are very well for youny people, and
other pastors participated in the 0Ρ*"·
hope to return to good old Maine next
in£ service, and there wae
siocju#
spring, (rood only applies to summer.
the choir of the church, with a duet by
Κ. N. Pbince.
Miss Leach and Miss Noble, and a solo ,
bv Mrs. Smilev.
Features of the Universalist Fair.

Quartette,

the institution. Two Holatein heifers
have recently been purcbaaed for the college farm. These animale were obtained
at a cost of $100 each, so it may be seen
that only the best animals are procured
for the subjects of Instruction for the
"Aggie" men. The men who come to
Maine for an education in agricultural
lines have to take more or less chaff
from the Engineering
students, but
every one in this college, whether be is a
etudent of engineering or an "Aggie,"
knows that the course in agriculture here
is a big success and that every year men
are graduated from it who go out in the
world and do things.
The U. of M. Law School at Bangor
has receutly been given a handsome lot
for a new Law School Building. This
lot is situated on Ohio Street, in the
heart of the business section of Bangor,
and was donated to the Law School by
Dr. Thomas Coe of Bangor. The Board
of Trade of the city of Bangor has taken
up the matter and has taken some action,
in conjunction with President Fellows,
regarding the matter of raising funds
necessary to construct a desirable build-

Just the Gift for Christmas

AUCTION!

Mr. Lander· of Mart Hill died Not.
University of Main· Note·.
NORWAY.
27, juat nine hour· before the death of
College "opened again for recltationi
his grandson, both deatha being due to
noon and now everything Is In
CHtJBCHX·.
M re. T. N. Kewley spentthe past week FATAL IXJURY BECKIVKD BT A FALL Monday
injurie· caused by being thrown from
full awing aa it waa before the recesa.
with her parent·» at Phillips.
Se.-ond Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8. teams.
AT BA8T OZFOBD.
The agricultural department of the colBldeout, 1'actor, breaching service Sunday.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
lege la one of the branchea of this college M 30 A.M.; Sabbath School," 3 Λ0Μ.: Y. P. B.
A DANGEROUS OPERATION
A. W. Walker next Thursday afternoon,
which
la
aa rapid strides in ad- C. E.. Sunday Evening, βάΟΡ. M.; Social Meet·
made
bis
F.
has
who
taking
Benjamin Cook,
Ρ· M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, is the
removal of the appendix by a
Dec. 10, at 2:30.
',^0
home for the past few years with Mr. vancement as any other department of J5*>
Tuesday evening.

Bcmocra

Deposit
INSURANCE
Safe

HANDWEAR

Boxes for Rent.

deposited
keeping.

in stock at lowest prices consistent with quality,
all grades of
We have

prices.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
Pythian

Square.

Gloves

ψ

|

FLANNELETTE

NIGHT ROBES and SKIRTS.

Mill, with the

price 5 c. to $2.50.
to
$2
Gloves,
$t
50.
50
Driving
Working Mittens and (Jloves, price 25c. to $1.00.
These are of exceptional valu -, made of Buck, Horse, Mule,
Calf and Pig skins and are v. r y durable.

A. E. Shurtleff,
rar,

Proprietor; Ε. H. Far-

Hiller; A. L. Tubbs, Teamster.
grade
grain

grinding

A. E.

bought

goods

ground

grain

SHURTLEFF,

Soutli Parle.

SA^7v0RuIAitriTT,
111 KU Yh Hlff JUïlJ» Btagkt

full line of hand knit Woolen
Gloves, Mittens and Hosiery.
Also

Wheeler,

same crew,

completeness

Mochas for dress, lined and unlined,

Millinery

at the Old Shurtleff Grain and Feed

Mittens

Fur

Crown riuslin Underwear.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER ist

and

of assortment
superiority of value our stock
cannot be excelled.

For
and

|

Miss S. M.

always

J.

a

F. PLUMMER, ££&.
31 Market Square. SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.
a

FOR

SALE].

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

THE

SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing λ g od business in general repairing of
machine work and plumbing. Ad.trees,

QSf&rl&eZïu W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

RELIEF PROM

LADIES
WILL FIND

—

CONSTIPATION
STOMACH
TROUBLES

—

Cut Russet

High

AND

—

—

Gun Metal CalfShoes
—

ALSO

—

Gray, Brown, Wine and
Black Gaiters
—

AT

SICK HEADACHE
Medway, Me., Aug.

You

than

I have more
hand stoves and heaters of all kinds
for sale

cheap.

Fine

Have

: :

a

Bargains.

Key

Winders and Stem
them.

see

No. 326.—Hidden Nam· Puzzl·.
By taking the Initial letter of a one
syllable word from each of the following sentences aud writing them In the
order In which they come you will obtain the name of a great English philosopher who flourished In the seventeenth century:
A stitch lu time saves nine.
Earn your own money and you will

know its value.
To the old crow all her fledglings are
white.
Much time is employed by people lu
Winders. trying to evade work.
If the heart stays young the head
1 itf
will not grow old.
It requires nerve to have a tooth

S. Rloliards

Bolster & Co.
Full Stock of

Knitting

Talmar

No. 325.—Garden Paradox.
Last summer Mary bad a flower bed
which was nine feet long and five feet
This year she asked the garwide.
dener to make her a bed twice as large
as before, and he did so, but Mary
finds that It Is still only nine feet long
and five feet wide. How can this be?

Timekeepers.

Please call and

A. D. PARK.

Dayton

Ν.

cp η

Watch

dozen second

a

Β. I.

Yours

many furtns of sickness. This wonderful remedy mingles with the contents ol
and
tomach
thi
digestive organs,
arouses the liver, and cleanses the bowels. Sold by your dealer, 35c.

W. 0. Frothingham's
Second Hand Stoves.

1906.

Weymouth.
truly,
always dopend on "L. F."
Atwood's bitters for speedy relief from

achc."

—

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

4,

"I have received great benefit from
the true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters and
consider them excellent for stomach
troubles, constipation and sick head·

The Ρuzzler

: :

Yarn.

All Wool and Cotton Fleeced Underwear for Ladies and Children.

Working|

Large Stock of Men's

Gloves and Mittens.

drawn

a

town.

II.

TIow very clever he Is reckoned

Who hits my first upon my second!
And of all fools he's deemed the worst
Who hits my second on my ftrat.
My whole* was used to decorate
A Norman or a Gothic gate.
III.

My first the children like to do,

Carelets and free,
For every trllie. old and new.
They chance to see.
And so my second Is unlearned
As time goes by.
Because
whole, despised
my

and

spurned.
They often cry.

No. 328.—Chick Puzzle.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

Prices

Coats and Suits.
Following the lead of the city

have decided to reduce
prices on the greater part of our
coats and thus give you an opportunity to buy a coat cheap early
Come in and see
in the season.
them soon before the assortment
is broken.
stores

we

Sincerely yours,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

is

a

metropolitan newspaper fur busy people, almost a«
ae a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery Carriei
it to your dojr three times every week.

f*t is

AS

published

on

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
most important news of The Daily

ami contains all the
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily new spaper you may ne kept in close toucl·
with all important uews of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, buiyou can secure it wit!:
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

DAILY

Bith Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

Your name and address

on

a

postal card

to

this sprv little chick
y..u i
hue ». i.i iiiii shell';
Cut him out. minus the legs, then see
if you cun divide the tigure into two
parts which will reform into the shupe
ut

Spokane Spokesinan-Ite-

No. 329.—Hidden Countries.
The following telegrams were reLook
ceive!. froiu foreign countries.
closely at each atnl you will see from
what country it came:
1. We cannot agree; Cecil remulns
tirrn. 2. lias pa informed you of his

tieorge says, "We de'jole story as false." 4.
Can a man be sent by the uext steamer'/ Γ» Have seen Charles; I aiu to see
Willi.un tomorrow. <5. 1 flud that they
7. Cau luake no
are much In arrears.
headway, us I\>pe runs the company.
S. Inspected the place; saw much 1
decision?
nounce

o.

the

v.

•iked. 9. Mau at Alexandria reports
Ρ». Had a successful trip;
ill well.
Oliver starts home today.

No. 330.—A Diamond.
vowel In average. 2. A bev4. Refined.
Λ show ground.
erage.
5. To make a law. t>. An insect. 7. A
consonant In Inspect.
1. A

ΓΜ0·

.JJi.—wcras

bring

rroras.

1. riuil au iuscct lu suugs. 2. A sung
lu au actur. 3. Affection lu a plant. 4.
A big weight lu a little weight. 5. A
wrap hi hnsteug away. H. Au amphibious uulmaI lu u bird. 7. A domestic
animal lu a bird. S. A bird lu a big
rook. ». A domestic bird lu u fabled
bird. 10. Λ shellfish in u speech. 11.
A boy lu a elearlug. 12. A tree In the
headpiece of a knight.
A

Draw

Magic Circle.

iv. le

around a person
placed In the center of a room, so that
he will not be able to jump out of It
even though his legs and hamls be
free.
Explauutiou.—Draw the circle tight
around the person's waist.
a

«

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 319.—Comparisons: 1. P»e, pore,
post. 2. Earn, earner, earnest. 3. Go,
5.
4. Fee, fear, feast.
gore, ghost.
Roe. roar, roast. C. Spy, spire, spiced.
7. Hoe. hoar, host. 8. Way, weigher,
waist. 0. May, mayor, mayest. 10. Lee.
Lear, least. 11. Teach, teacher, tea
chest. 12. Beau, boar. l>oast. 13. Bee,
beer, beast. 14. Ye, year, yeast. 15.

THE NEW-

SPADE

you

free

sample

Π A V Κ Ν

copy.

κ υ κ .ν s
s

urgans.

rianos ^

Large Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
other musical merchandise. Write for
a good trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Here is

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings BloolSL.

Maine.

tutb Pari*.

PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!
us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Houm Paints,
Barn Paints,

Bool Paints,

Linseed Oil,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.
Paints,
Liquid Filler,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sberwin-Williaras.

Wagon

Faroid

ντιιπιπ

—The beet of all roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

trj imitations.

Sown Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
Regular sixes <rt doors in stock. Have your
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows—We have a
Telephone# and Bloctlïcal

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We

best for automobiles and

Don't

The kind that lasts.

veranda screened in.

Call and see them.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries'* the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

some'

who la loat in the wood·

mtD

HI·

Scrap Book

EassiDg

?.?ld·

from" 'm!°

a/ew

vllml £?

l°f

Î«h°*Tr·

t!X ®g*f

°r

8team fi?e*

PI.UM

Se"e witb a ricb

κ s s κ

No. 322.—The Bible says: Train up a
child in the way he should go. and
when he Is old he will not depart from

I

PUDDING.

SUPÎUI
ÎÎronfh!1/ Τ®
hands
with

0f 8Uet an(1 rub

place,

Because,

as

soon as

he

mleses his

bear-\

will invariably begin traveling Whipptd His Friend·.
ings,
Once when Daniel O'Connell was
in a circle and eventually recross his
tracka. All people naturally atep far- visiting Tipperary the mob wanted to
he

ther with one foot than the other. Some take the horses from O'Connell's carto the right, others to the left, or
riage and draw him themselves upon
without direction all describe a circle.
"This will never do," be
his way.
It is storming, so that the lost man
"Their
to Ills daughter-in-law.
cannot find bis direction by the sun. said
Theoretically, there are a great many Intentions are excellent, but they'll get
we'll find ourselves In
ways of finding direction in the woods— so excited that
moss grows thickest on the north aide the ditch presently."
of a tree, branches are heaviest on the
Bursting open the carriage door, in a
south side, Norway pines lean toward moment he was out among these githe east, etc., but these things depend
guntic Tipperary men, Just as big as
so much upon surrounding conditions
one of them.
"Now, boys, be reasuch as light and shade, moisture and any
he said. "Leave the horses
dryness or the slope of the ground, that, sonable."
mince
PIK.
under the carriage."
unless one is versed in woodcraft, they
rec,pe' u8ed ίηοηβ will
"But shure we'd rather pull you
only serve to confuse him. So let
is
rich
for
ft
three
«euerations.
family
him stop right where he is and wait for along ourselves, sir." was the reply as
but makes a delicious pie.
Boil the'
the sun or the stars, the only positive the preparations for so doing went
beef, and, when cold, chop finely, enough means of determining direction without
gallantly forward.
to make two bowls; put this in a large
a compass.—Outing.
"All right! On your own heads be
mixing bowl, and add four bowls of
It!" cried O'Connell good humoredly.
chopped greening apples, one and a half
A Reasonable Excuse.
8toned raisins, one bowl of curAnd. throwing ofT his coat, he set to
"Bridget," said Mrs. Subbubs, sternly, with pugilistic Intent, boxing them
rants, about one-third of a pound of
emaI1 PieC0s, a scant "breakfast is half an hour late again.11
and left until he got them to de"Yis, mim," returned Bridget, meekly. right
*
y ohopped suet, the
Their amusement and delight
"What excuse have you to offer? You sist.
η
«
and JU'ce of two lemons, one
must knew no bounds, and when on regainbowl of sugar, half a cupful of New Or- know I told you that Mr. Subbubs
doubled up his
8ufficient of the beef catch that early train, and punctuality ing the carriage he
at breakfast is absolutely necessary.'1
hand and shook It at them, with a
"quid for proper moistening, two tea"Sure an1 Oi oversbelp mesilf,11 said beaming smile and a twinkling eye,
°f
°De of Rround clovoe.
two teaspoonfuls of cinnamon, and two Bridget.
the nlr was rent with enthusiastic
"That is no excuse,11 said the mistress.
whole nutmegs grated, and salt to taste
shouting, and he drove off even a
"I gave you an alarm clock only yesterrti„ 11
greater hero than when he had come.
PUFF PASTE.
a

little flour; circle

A Oam· of Skill That I· Sure to Fur
niah Much Sport.
A game which may be made at bom

and which won't prove cxpeualve t< play la u target game. Tbe target 1 I
made of wood and covered with abar]
point*. To make It take a round plec
of puateboard of a good weight am ι
It or cover It wltb colored chill

"Oi know that, niim."
"Did you wind it up?"
"Oi did."
"And didn't it go off?'1
"Sure an' it did that. It made a tarrible n'ise."
"Then why didn't you get up?"
"Sure, mira," responded Bridget, tearfully, "it was that t'ing that's made all
the trouble. Oi niver ihlep' a wink all
oight waitin' for it to go off, an1 whin it
did, Oi was that toired Oi couldn't
move.

again, repeating the buttering and rolling according to the richness desired.
SIMPLE

PIE

CRUST

WITHOUT

The entire

completed.

So that as little of the precious metal
possible shall be wasted, each workwill be inclosed in a screen adjusted about bis waist as he puts the metal
iu place, leaf by leaf, hundreds of feet
above the streets.
The gold leaf to be used is being manufactured especially for the city in book
form, each book containing leaves 3 3 8
inches square. These are delivered in
packs of 20 books. To allow a single
leaf for every 3 3-3 inches of space to be
covered will necessitate the use of 20,461
packs, which makes 400,220 books, or
10,230,000 leaves.

as
man

MOUSSE.

tablespoonfuls of cold

ORANGE

of the convent there.
The price stipulated was very low,
but It was agreed that the painter
should have his meals provided at the
expense of the convent until the work
should be linlshed. But the only food
to the poor artist was bread,
onions and water.
The day for uuveillng the fresco arThe friars stood around the
rived.
artist, and the curtain was removed.
It was no doubt an excellent piece of
work, but the saint had his back turn-

supplied

ed toward the spectators.
"What does this mean?" Indignantly
demanded the prior.
"Padre," explained the artist. "I was
compelled to paint the picture as you
see It, for the saint could not bear the
smell of onions!"—Harper's Weekly.

to Be Pitied.
Pitiful Is the case of the blind, who
cannot read the face; pitiful the case
of the deaf, who cannot follow the
changes of the voice. And there ure
others also to be pitied, for there are
Marvellous.
some of an inert and bicloqueut nature
We passed, in the course of an hour, who have been denied all the symbols
two dead cows and more than fifty dead ! of communication, who have neither
chickens. A strong smell of gasoline
a lively play of facial expression nor
pervaded the atmosphere, and there were ;
speaking gestures nor a resjwmslve
wheel tracks in the dust.
Sherlock Holmes became greatly in· j voice nor yet the gift of frank, explanatory speech—people truly made
teres! ed.
"Watson," exclaimed he, after deep: of clay, people tied for life into a bag
thought, "there has been an automobile ; which no one can undo. They ar«'

leaspoonfule

of gelatine in
water and
dissolve it in a cupful of hot maple
fire
and beat
Remove
from
the
«yrup.
until cool, then add a pint of thick cream
rhat has been whipped with a teaspoonful of powdered sugar and balf a cupful
of finely chopped hickory nuts. Line a
round mold with halved lady fingers or
pieces of sponge cake; fill the center
with the mousse mixture, and be sure
that the cover is eecurely adjusted, when
bury in ice and ealt for three hours.
When ready to serve, take it out on a
glass dish and cover the top with chopped nuts and serve with a sauce made as
follows: Use the double boiler, and in
the upper part put one whole egg and
two yolks well beaten, also half a cupful
of sugar and then beat it thoroughly.
Set this over very hot, but not boiling
water and beat. When it is thickened
slightly, add a teaspoonful of lemon
juice and turn into a cold dish to etop
the cooking. Serve at once.
Soak two

two

a

great City Hall is to be covered with
gold, and more than 10,000,000 sheets of
gold leaf will be used before the task is

LAItD.

required.

NUT

Huge Dome.
dome of Philadelphia'·

Gilding

Many people cannot eat pie becanse
the crust distresses them, and yet there
is a way of making it so that it will be
perfectly digestible, and the crust will
be neither tough uor soggy, and that is
to use cream as a substitute for lard and
butter. A little salt, as much thick
cream as will be necessary as a mixing
element to go with enough flour to make
the quantity wished are all the materials
MAPLK

"

Λ commission whs intrusted to a
painter in an Italian town to paint the
image of a saint on tbe refectory wall

alèng here!"—Louisville Courier-Jour-,
oal.

pa

She—Don't you

to-night?

want

to

speak

to pa-

He—Has the psychological moment
arrived?
She—I think it has. His baseball
team won both games of a double header

to-day.

FOOL.

from half a dozen
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
oranges, strain and beat up with three
over night
into
and
one
of
Sweeten may develop
cream.
eggs
pint
It.
are quickly cured by Foley's Honey and
to taste, and flavor with just a suspicion
No. 323.—No-v 1· e—Novice.
inflamed membranes,
•if grated nutmeg and powdered cinna- Tar, as it soothes
heals the lungs, and expels the cold from
No. 321.— Mctagram: Ada. Adam, mon. Take care not to
get too much.
A.
F.
Shurtleff A Co.
midpt'j, mrtcl. hid. bad. a.
Pour this into a granite saucepan and the system.
stir over the fire a few moments until
Husband—But, my dear, if Mrs. NextMRS. McRANEY'S EXPERIENCE.
well thickened, but do not let it boil.
door told you Id strict confidence, you
Mrs. M. McRaney, Prentiss, Mies., Pour into a glass dish and set away to
shouldn't tell me.
writes: "I was confined to my bed for chill. Serve very cold.
Wife—Oh! very well; if you don't
three months with kidney and bladder
to hear it, I can tell it to somebody
care
CHRISTMAS PEACH SPONQE.
two
was
treated
and
physiby
trouble,
Take one can or jar of preserved else, Isuppese.
cians but failed to get relief. No human
tongue can tell how I suffered, and I bad peaches and strain; then press the fruit
Foley's Orino Laxative cures chronic
given up hope of ever getting well until through a fine sieve and beat it up with constipation and stimulates the liver.
the
a
and
small
of
I began taking Foley's Kidney Remedy.
juice
sugar. Urino
quantity
regulates the bowels so tbey will
After taking two bottles 1 felt like a new Put one ounce of gelatine in a dish act
naturally and you do not have to
with
half
a
it
of
let
sufferto
tell
it
feel
and
pint
cream;
steep take purgatives continuously. F. A.
my duty
person,
ing women what Foley's Kidney Remedy for some time, then put it in a double Shurtleff A Co.
boiler and stir until the gelatine is disdid for mo.1' F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
solved. Take from the fire and mix the
"Alexander the Qreat conquered the
The star pupil arose at the school en- fruit pulp with the cream and stir until entire world."
tertainment to declaim his piece. "Lend nearly cold. Whisk the whites of three
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stax.
"Ha !" sneer- eggs to a stiff froih. Stir them in with "He conquored it, but some of us modme your ears !*' he bawled.
ed the mother of the opposition, but de- the cream aud pile up high in the cen- erns could have shown him a thing or
feated pupil, "that*· Sarah Jane Braggs' ter of a glass dish, tiet several small, two about making it pay dividends."
boy. He wouldn't be bis mother's son thickly-berried sprays of holly and brush
a
if he didn't want to borrow something." each leaf over with a strong solution of
i:um arable; strew powdered sugar over
If we could talk to you personally
by drop the offensive discharge and leave until dry. Arrange the holly nbout the great merit of Foley'· Honey
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the around the dieh aud serve.—McCall's.
snd Tar, for coughs, colds and lung
back of the nose into the throat, setting
trouble, you never could be induced to
ud an inflammation that is likely to
One experienced laundress does not experiment with unknown preparations
Bronchitis. The most dry her table linen out door· in the win- that may contain some harmful drugs.
mean Chronic
satisfactory remedy for Catarrh is Ely's ter at all. She irons it directly from Foley's Honey and Tar costs you no
the relief that follows the
and
Cream Balm,
wringer, having the rinse water more and has a record of forty years of
even the first application cannot be told
warm.
This method gives the cures. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
slightly
in word·. Don't suffer a day longer linen just the right stiffness and also
from the discomfort of Nasal Cotarrb. saves it from the wear and tear of freezHe (anxiously)—I understand your faCream Balm is sold by all druggists for ing, blowing and storms.
ther speaks very highly of me?
50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 WarShe—Yes, but he doesn't mean a word
ren Street, New York.
My brother always presses his trousers, of it.
He—Are you sure of that?
and in consequence has passed on a dis"Why so sorrowful, girl?"
which has proved invaluable to
She—Certainly. He doe· it just to
"We have parted forever. Ho writes covery
me.
He uses several
thicknesses
of torment mother.
me to send back the ring."
instead of cloth when press"Tell bim to call for it," advised the newspaper
More people are taking Foley's Kidney
ing. This prevents the shiny appearexperienced friend.
It is considered to
ance which often follows the use of α Remedy every year.
COUNTERFEITING.
damp oloth. Now I always use the ι be the most effective remedy for kidney
bladder troubles that medical
Passing counterfeit money is no worse newspaper when pressing tacki in dress ; »nd
Foley's Kidney
than substituting lome unknown worth- skirts, and have found the iron is much loienoe oan devise.
bulla· up
less remedy for Foley's Honey and Tar, easier to push than when cloth Is used. Remedy correct· irregularities,
worn out tissue* and restore· lost vitalithe great ooagh and cold remedv, for
It will make you féal well and
Dash oold water over the person struck ty.
that cures th· most obatinate coughs and
look well. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
by lightning.
htals th· loagi. F. A, Sfaurtltft « Co.

Squeeze the juice

pneumonia

personal^lppëâlT

Drop

GUILTY~OF

j

People

poorer than the gypsy, for their heart
can speak uo language under heaven.
—Stevenson.

Worked Both Waya.
Two young merchants, John Pnic»
mid Clint Pease, who occupied adjoining stores In a small town, were intimate friends. When business was dull
they visited back and forth from one
store to the other. Each was fond of
It

Kindneaa.
Kindness Is contagious. The spirit
of harmony trickles down by a thou·
Baud secret channels iuto the inmost recesses of the household life. It Is bard
to be angry In the presence of Imperturbable good nature. It Is well nigh
to be morose In the face of

Impossible

cheerful and generous helpfulness.—
Henry Van Dyke.

a

Identified at Last.
Glen Miller, once a United States
marshal In Utah, was slttlug In his office at Salt Lake City one day when a
well dressed and Intelligent looklug

"I
eutcred and addressed him.
was confident that 1 knew the man,"
said Glen in reciting the circumstances, "but I was not able to place
him.
A· we conversed pleasantly It
man

grudually became Impressed upon me
that he was an old Kansas acquaintance,

perhaps

some one

I had known

at tbe university, but be spoke so cordially and with such au assumption of
hla knowing me and my knowing him

that I did not huve tbe nerve to ask
He talked on till
him who he was.
finally I Invited him to my bouse for
dlnuer, but all the time I was taxing
my mind to learn his Identity and
watching for α chance word that would
give nu» η clew.
"
'By the way.' I said at last, "when
diil you come out?* meaning from the
States*, of courue. 'Oh, I got out lost
Yon see, they cut off nine
night.

tuouihx for good behavior.'

'.c:i It broke over me. My guest
Pet.· Curry, a celebrated mall robber, whom I had taken to tbe penitentiary Just three years before."

w.is

High

j

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

11.00

[

Mouldings ii

in Crayon, Water color,

druggist

i

Nichol· St..

SOUTH PARIS.

Job-

I

charge

LORD,

é15

maker

wins.

A Barnum Joke.
On a certain April 1 barnum, th
noted showman, determines u> I. wl ib
people of the town where bis sbov
was and lucreutje tbe recclpt.» at tii
So b
tent doer ut the same tlui..
made bis

printer

turn out

il.:i

μ>νκι.

GEMS,

h

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELBV.

|4HIS

have

IS

number of

In raid-October nearo:i
t!:e KarJene
The failles tiiir.o w'.u
Roer.
Ar.d for r.o rh> r.sc or rcauou
They chanae tin· fruit lo r.ucr.tkl* all
When tii* red mooa l.s r.: lr! ;
And whistle the wind to make then

helpers

we

to

serving

Ε. W. ( IIWIMilt,

Aug. ioth, 190S.

South Paris,

Vanishing Squares.

On this diagram there are seventeei 1
distinct and perfect squares, which ar
marked out at their corners by lurg

:

I will furnish DOORS an<l WINDOWS of to?

Size or Style at reasonable

Dr. Austin Tenney,
oculist,
Will be at his

ί V

i

\

:
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>;
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:

*

··>#'····'··"·■.»

%ν':

\··.'\

-ί

.··

:
4

office

over

C.

Friday.

Dec.

Rumford, Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.
At

If I put it m my batter.
It will mal-.·.* my batter bitter;
But α bit ο better butter
Will but make ly batter botter."
Then she thought u bit <·' butter
Better than the bitter butter.
Made her bitter b.itter better
8» 'twaa better Betty Botta
Bought a bit o' better butter.

SQUARE
DEAL?

You

You

Give

Money Back if Ml

O-NA

Does

No

sures.

It strengthens the stomach walls, put

the stomach in such perfect conditio
that it can digest food without pain ο
jther distressing symptoms. It cures b
removing the cause, and it removes th
jause 06 times in a hundred.
A large box of Mi-o-na tablets onl
sosts 50 cents, and relief will come in 2

truly great

tu

ca
myone that has stomach trouble. I
not praise them too highly for what the
liave done for me." Mrs. W. D. Bennett
Bucksport, Me.

the

ESTlBLISHEIl

1831

COUNTRY

GENTLEMAN
The ONLY Agricultural

KEWSpaper,

jjcd AsvrrrxDLT tbk

Leading AOTCiUtunlJournal of tbe Worli

CHANDLER,
Maine.

....

YEARS'

βο

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Design*

Anrnne lending a
qulcklr ascertain our opinion fr·· wbacber
invention ni probably pat «n t abl£ Com m an leatlonsstrirtlrrontldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
•ont free. Oldest agency for securing patent».
Patents taken through Munu * Co. r*C*lT·
ipretal notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.

culation of any sclentlOe tournai.
rear: four months, II. 8old by all

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONEKT

is the choice of every girl who han
ever tasted it.
The reason is «im-

pie:

high-grade

pure,

materials.

I J*. H. Fletolier,
Norway, Me.

Confectioner,

Opp. Birr» Houao.

We Correct All

Eye Defects

that Cause Headaches.
Below

are a

aches that

few of the Head-

come

from defective

Your

Eyes may seem
if
there
is a Headright, yet
ache you should have them

vision.
all

examined.

CONSULTATION FREE.
Sick Headache.
Headache.
Bright Light Headache.
Kront-of-the-Head Headache.
Top-of-the-Head Headache.

Sewing

Nargast cirTamis. W a
newsdealer·.

WHO WISH TO
KEEP VP WITH THE TUSKS.

Slafls Bskserlptloa, 91.(0;
Twe Sabserlptloas, $1.(0 j
FIts SubscriptIsas, I&.M.

S. RICHARDS,

8PECIMEN COPIE8

mailed free on request. It wUl pay any-

body interested la any way in country life to
send for them. Address tbe publishers :
LUTHER TUCKER it EON,
Albany» If· Y.

John .luatln, late of llumford, deceits I
will and petition for probate thereof prwilltw
by Susan Au.-tln, the executrix therein named
Luisnns IV. Hubbard, late of lllrain, \cea«ed ; llrst anil private accounts presented for
allowance by John It. Pike, executor
Robert F. Llttlehale of
lira account presented for all
K. I.lttlehale, guardian.

Paris,

wance

a

minor,

by Joseph

Ells* Λ. Ntarblrd. late of Norway, ·Ιί
cea»ed; second account presented for allowance
by Fred II. Stevens, trustee.
Horace X. Holster, late of Pari·, tlcceaaed,
second account presented for allowance by
Jamea 3. Wright, administrator.
William King lfoo<lyt late of Boston,
Massachusetts, deceased; copy of will and pett
tlon for probate thereof prenante I by Kmma
Moody Kn tuff, the executrix therein named.
ADDISON Κ. HKKItICK,
Κ truc copv—Attest :

Judge of said Court

ALBKHT D. PARK, ReglsP-r.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

EYE8IGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Pleasant

St., South Parla, Me.

A LOW PRICE

NORWAY, MAINE.
Han and Wife Wanted.
Man and wife age between 50 and
Working
No small children.

60.

people ;

to close out odd

up stock.

patterns

woman a

neat

housekeeper

do her own washand clean
ing and sewing, and of good kind
disposition. The man to be either
mechanic, farmer or laborer, no
and

one

that

can

and
rummy or swearing man wanted
tobacco using is not agreeable. The

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAISEBS OF LABGUI CLUBS.
Four Months Trial Trip 50 cents.

Dorothy C. F. Ilauiblru, late of brell,
deceased: will au I petition for probate thereof
presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor
therein named."

Reading Headache.
Mont Any Kind of Headache.

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

ΙΊΙΟΗΛΤΚ NOTICE».
Γο all persons Interested in cither of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a I'rolmte Court, heM at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
Nov., In the year of our Lord one tbous.in t
The following matter
nine hundred an<l eight
having been presented for the action thereupon
Hereinafter Indicated, It le hereby mrukkkd
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tereate-!, by causing a copy of this order to I*
published three weeke successively In the Oxford Democrat, a ncwet<a)>er published at South
Parts, In said Count ν, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be hel«i at «aid Paris on
the third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. It·*, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heart there
on If they see cauae.

Evening Headache.
Morning Headache.

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives tbe agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not eves attempted by others.

Subecriptloor takse at this oOoa.

Sumner,

I RADE

Dyspepsia.

Cure

W,

Γ,
West

and Job Work.

ttheatliluK for Hale.

Copyright· 4c.
sketch and description maj
ao

I OUR

That's the squarest kind of a Hquar
deal a» every fair minded man known.
But F. A. .Shurtleff à Co. can afford t
make this offer because thej know tha
Mi-o-na tablets are a worthy stom:ic
remedy, and that the makers will bac
up the generous offer.
And so we Ray to all reader» of tb
Democrat suffering or ailing with an
It ha
stomach trouble, try Mi-o-na.
such a mighty and powerful Influence ο
the stomach that it immediately refrexli
then invigorate* an
bh and relievee,

will be

Matchct I'tnc

& Co."'0™-- New York
MUNN
Branch Ufflce. 626 Κ Ht, Washington. D. C

F. A. Shurtleff & Co
the Druggists Wil

are

Planing, Sawing

^

Say This fait.
Betty Botta bought ei>tnj butter;
"But," said *he. "this butter'· bitter

A

If In want of any kin·! of Klnlsh for ln»l<le ot
Outal'lc work, sen·! In your orlers. fine I.urn
<er ami Shingles on hau>l «'heap for (,'asb.

I8fh,

IO AM. to 4 P.M.

4ota. What le the smallest number ο
the·· large dote that can be remove<
to that not a single perfect square re
mains?

IS THIS

Also Window <L Door Frames,

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

»

$

Norway

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

:

Haine.

Lewiston,

Fred V. anil Kate C. Abbott. Builders' Finish I

—l'all Mall Gazette.

.' !

M'f'g Co.,

Willard

We solicit your trade.

They're always. always apples!

·.

towns

At All Hours of the Day.

.·

>

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
sell

to

attention

Quick Lunches

When emerald:· jrrov.· 0:1 :i;>ple treea
-«τ»
(Ar.d tio.vs but ::·.<? ι:
I'll tteal by iilirlit and gather these
Ar.d Le a fairy
Dut. oh. Γ Ri ι. fluid it a >o,.i« ».!!> boo*
tun d*ii>; l.;s
Ko:- whoa M:.·
TIjs dewy gra.'i and I run and look

»

W. WALKER & SON

A.

with

special

shall pay

we

fall.
Now, Isn't that surprising?

^

No farmer should he withWe have arranged with

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.
And

Strainer

and

out one.

shall strive to

public promptly

the

Dairy

Is oi'.e of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

from the estate of Herbert W. Hill·
ier and will continue the business
With an increased
after this date.
serve

·'#"

Filter

notice to the

give

to

PARIS BAKERY

Child's Sor.g.
They tell n.e in the orchard close

/|χ;\
φ.
.φ

The

public that the undersigned
purchased the

*

plain, ordinary

was a

Boston,

With Dr. Parmenttr, Norway, Maine.

hors·
backed Into bis stall, wltb his Ilea !
toward the frotil and bis tail lo'.var<
the trough.
saw

,

A lit'le out of the waj

Ing postera, with plenty of i\d and ye
low ink. announcing that on tbe aftci
noon of that day be wouid pia..e ο
exhibit ion a special and moat c.: .raoi
dlnary feature—a veritable »r«.ak <
horse v.iib hi
nature—a wonderful
head where his tail ou^bt tu be. Th
Joke was what the boy» \νοι:Ι.Ι ail
"mighty thin" one. l>ut the people til·
not suspect It In spite of tbe fact tàa
tbe day was April 1. an 1 ννίι.'.ι tbe.
poured Into the lent in ιrmvds v.b::

they

Bigelow

with

Kennard tt Co

joke.
One cold, blustery day, when customers were few. Clint sat behind tlu·
hours.
stove In John's store. A young worn"Mi-o-na tablets

a

&

shape
fifty-cent

put

<

Realism.

Mats, Mirrors

tbe aide where tbe colore* ι
circles are. Tbe pine should be ver;
stomachs in
Next cut η piece ο r has
close together.
A
light wood the shape of the target ant ι for 57 years.
Tb
back the target with the .wood.
will tone up yours. If
bottle
;
wood should be placed against the std<
will
it doesn't, the
of the target having the pin head*
Fasten the pasteboard and the woo<
refund your money.
together with a tack In tbe mHdle ant
tacks at Intervals around the oute
50c.
85c.
edge. Tbe target may then be tacket
or hung up on a fence, wall or post.
To throw at the target there an
queer little missiles something Ilk
A new Lot
There is a feather η
shuttlecocks.
1
en<
a
atlck.
The
to
attached
end
one
The best oi
of Plumbing Goods.
of tbe atlck opposite the feather Is cot
oak woodwork for closets. No old
erd with α round ball of bnrd wax
goods. Call and fee this line.
The missile, which is called η dart, al
No
bing promptly attended to.
though In reality It la not, for α dar t
team.
for
bas a sharp point, flics through the ai
when correctly thrown, and tbe waxet
Xj. M. Longley,
end sticks fast to the points on tb
Main*,
t
the
Norway,
targe
target. If tbe dnrt strikes
In the center ring it counts fifteen fo r
the player, the next ring ten usul th
JUL. O.
A score which ^Iiall b
outer ring five.
roucbcd la agreed upon before the
ve-rs expert Watchbegins, and the player making It (!r?

ÏÏÏÎÏ

Sift one teaspoooful of salt into two
bowls of lightly piled pastry flour.
Measure one cupful of lard and twothirds of a cupful of butter, very cold
and firm; put this on the flour and work
it in with the bands; in one pint of ice
water dissolve the tiniest pinch of soda
and add; lastly, cut in balf the white of
an egg, beaten stiff, and add.
This will
make rather a stiff paste. Roll it out to
half an inch in thickness and spread little dabs of butter on, about two or three
inches apart; fold together and roll

and Pictures,

Wr

come out on

famnïinr Mrelilible

h't? fr,Dd
uoRuirt Tnr

ihf GmiuIm

An unhealthy stomach is
generally what makes many
paint
of
you feel so wretched. The
On tbe lnelde rlnj ί
in tbree ring*
!
aches of your body
various
mark wltb black figures 15, on tb
next outer ring mark 10 and on tb > can be done away with by a
outer moat circle of all mark 5. Tbei
little care dally given to your
■tick a great number of pins tbrougl I
stomach.
tbe target no that tbe pointed end

ftpnen00 Uf8ei

ΣίΓκΤι1"/^

Picture Frames

ô

r:

!

of 8a|t, then
000 cnPfuI of chopped ra sins and half a cupful of currants
c,m?arnon a°d nutmeg, half
a teaspoonful each. Put two teaspoonfuls
of bakmg powder in half a cupful of flour
At the iaet a,,d °u*
and «tir. If not
κ
enough, add ""fflcient flour to make1
a
a stiff batter.
Steam for three hours
I
and serve with any hot liquid sauce.

ÎanÎ

β
JÙjjË

SHOOT THE TAftOÊT.

*

just

eaftw.·*th®ju,c®

.mî InJ ι00/tea8po0Dful

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil
a

P»°

■T^oThaij!'

it

D, deer, deist.
No. 320.—Sultttllutloii Puzzle: Change
"r" to "e"—fealty.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
No. 321.—Concealed Word Square:
South Paris, Maine.
a s η κ s

PAPER.

Inn i^te^poonfu,e
«£ m,°Lde·
*}"0.C0at fb®m.
£ «ΐϋ

idrf te «?^tbe

—

EXPKBT.

»

J**®two
ft

SIMPLE

of uu eg»;·
vlew.

Let the

BIM1BK8

USXFUL

BT

~

The

be careful not to overexert himself.
chief danger· lie in panic and overexerMnty DUhee.
tion, and though he may be in a great Boysscn's Story of HI· Boy.
hurry to find shelter, I muet warn him The late Hjalmar HJorth Boyesen
•NOWBALL PUDDINGS.
to go slowly. Two mile· an hour on an uD'-e told this story of hie little son,
®uP,u1» of powdered sugar average, through the snow in the wood·
a
UJuliuur H. Boyesen 2d: The boy bad
a cup of butter with
is all that a man in his condition will be
taken over Brooklyn bridge for
^
very "ght and add. able to stand without overfatigue and its fceeu
W
In one
SHr in
Stir
cupful of milk. Into tbree attendant dangers, overheating and per- the finit time and bad plied his father
cupful· of sifted flour mix thoroughly spiration. By exercising caution, a man with questions about the big structure
of bakiD8 powder
what be is 111 tbe way over, all the way back and
may live through a week of
and add to the mixture. Bake in patty
To make this article brief, all the way home. Upon their return
undergoing.
them
Wben done
however, we shall suppose that he re- I he professor, worn out with tbe fusiltogether with peach or raspberry jam· gains the road by the afternoon of the lade to which be had been subjected,
^inly all over with
first day. He doean't yet know of course retired to his study, but Just as he
d Jam and tben ro11 tbem in
where he is. He should examine
hie son apgrated oocoanut. Serve with whipped the tracks of the person who last passed sunk Into his eaey chair
of nothing, que-'Ce·
that way. It being afternoon, he must peared and, apropos
didn't you say that
follow in the direction taken by the last ried, "Say, pnpa,
vehicle or team, as shelter will God lived up above the clouds?" The
OBANGE JELLY.
Had it father wearily answered, "Why, yes, I
e nearest in that direotlon.
Take one pint of orange juice, half a
he would have taken the guess so." "Well, papa. If we were up
°f °ne ,βωοη· been morning
whoever made
aa
Above the clouds we'd come through,
airain the juice; add the water and suflî- oppoalte direction,
the tracka muat have come from the wouldn't we?" The man vouchsafed
cient sugar to sweeten (that will depend
shelter the
he
obtained
where
Melt place
on the sweetness of the orange·.)
"Well, papa,
a brief, "1 suppose so."
one ounce of gelatine in a little water previous night/
At that point the professor's
must make our traveler who la loat why"—
We
and, after straining, add to the jelly. in the wooda as comfortable as possible patience gave out and be said: "There,
*
When firm remove
while waiting for the sky to clear. Let son, don't ask it. Go to your mother."
from the mold, cut a piece from the
bim first find a place as well sheltered The child retreated, but just as be liftcenter and fill with whipped cream which
A fallen tree will best serve ed his baud to the doorknob be turned
as possible.
has been flavored with some grated
him. But before deciding on his camp- and said, "Say, papa, don't you know
or
drops of Ii(luid
he should look about to see
a great deal more about the Brooklyn
vanilla essence. Around the dish lay a ing place
that there is plenty of dead wood. Then,
■°d*
bridge than- you do about God?"
Br*pe·
from an area of six feet square beside
the fallen tree, he must clear away the
is
THE DECAY OF A PEOPLE.
CITKON AND NUT CAKE.
snow, using his feet if nothing else
thus cleared This tho true sign of ruin to a raceTake one quarter of a pound of butter available, and in the space
no march and day by day
undertakes
It
and dry wood,
and beat until creamy, then add half a kindle a fire of birch bark
Drowse» In camp or with the laggard's
on the wood, until the fire entirely
tbree
piling
of
eggs
pound
powdered sugar,
pace
While there
beaten separately (adding the yolks only covers the cleared ground.
Walks sentry o'er possessions that deis a good fire burning be may gather a
beat.
a
υί
milk.
half
Keep
cay.
cupful
now,)
number of bougbs of spruce, balDestined with sensible waste to fleet
mg after each addition. Sift half α large
If these are not to be
away—
pound of pastry fluur and add to it two eam or cedar.substitute
bed
for
the first secret of continued power
beet
For
the
making
bukinS Powder; put this had,
have
Is the continued conquest—all our sway
armfuls
several
When
is
brush.
with the cake mixture, and the whiles
near the fire Hath surety In the uses of the hour.
of the eggs. Cftt one-quarter of a pound been gathered and placed
we waste, In vain walled town
him
let
the
to
extract
begin gath- If that
frost,
and
chop
of citron into very small stripe
and lofty tower!
and not until :
dead
and
wood,
of
dry
kind
ering
some
a quarter of a pound of
—William Ollmore Blmmi.
Bake in a he thinks he has enough for two nights J
nuts and add at the last.
of having suffiround buttered tin about one hour in a can he be reasonably sure
{
the Dogs Gave Out.
When cold, ice the cient quantity for one uight. After the, Why
moderate oven.
all
Sir Leopold McLlutock, the arctic
witL aimond„ #nd tire baa been burning about au hour
cake and «aruieh
be cleared away. The grouud will explorer, was once giving an account
pieces of cut citron to represent mistle- may
be found dry and quite warm. Then of hie experiences amid the Ice fields
this space is to be covered with the of the north.
"We certainly would
gathered boughs and on the leeward have traveled much farther," he exPLUM PUDDING.
side of the bed thus prepared a fire
"hnd not our dogs given out
Boil a quart of milk and pour it on a should be built. This fire ought not to plained,
at u critical moment."
quart of baker's bread. Let this stand be large, as a draught would be created,
"But," exclaimed a lady who had
>ne hour, then stir into it one cupful of and, moreover, the smoke would be ancupful 6fiuet which I noying to the sleeper. He is now assur- been listening very Intently, "I thought
has been chopped and rubbed with a lit- ed of warmth sufficient to prevent him that the Ksklmo dogs were perfectly
'It· flour, one cupful each of raisins and from freezing.
tireless creatures?"
Let us now take the case of a man lost
currants, and one teaspoonful each of
Sir Leojxild's face wore a whima
I
in
winter
mace
and
woods
storm, twenty-!
in the
cinnamon, cloves, allspice,
sically gloomy expression as he ret0 a stiff 'roth five miles from the nearest railroad or
In a
"1—er—s|»eak
culinary
η
In the first plied,
a deep earthen pot I traveled road of any kind.
Butter
:
miss."
, tarn ln the
Bake four!
mixture.
how does he know that he is lost? sense,
u
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N. Dayton Bolster &, Go.,
88 MARKET
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sysssif1

No. 327.—Charades.
I.
My flret for Industry
Hu achieved a great renown.
Λ lady made my second
In a simple cotton gown.
Each Sabbath day my whole
Peals forth In many

Lost la the Weed*.

BOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

Corner Main and Danforth St*.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

right parties can find an opportunity
worth looking for, a Good Hornt
Free by wiitir.g to box 205 D..

South Paris, Maine.

I

43^

PARKER'S

hair balsam

ClMDMt Mul
Promote a lBiun»ul pu<»U>
Kev.r Ml· to
Hair to it· Toothful Color.
Carta κ*1ρ i'·**— *

